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DISCLAIMER AND TERMS OF USE AGREEMENT:

(Please Read This Before Reading Further)

This information is not presented by a medical practitioner and is for educational and informational
purposes only. The content is not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis,
or treatment. Always seek the advice of your physician or other qualified health provider with any
questions you may have regarding a medical condition. Never disregard professional medical advice or
delay in seeking it because of something you have read.

Since natural and/or dietary supplements are not FDA approved, they must be accompanied by a two-
part disclaimer on the product label: that the statement has not been evaluated by FDA and that the
product is not intended to "diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

The author and publisher of this course and the accompanying materials have used their best efforts in
preparing this course. The author and publisher make no representation or warranties with respect to the
accuracy, applicability, fitness, or completeness of the contents of this course. The information contained
in this course is strictly for educational purposes. Therefore, if you wish to apply ideas contained in this
course, you are taking full responsibility for your actions.

The author and publisher disclaim any warranties (express or implied), merchantability, or fitness for any
particular purpose. The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable to any party for any direct,
indirect, punitive, special, incidental or other consequential damages arising directly or indirectly from any
use of this material, which is provided “as is”, and without warranties.

As always, the advice of a competent legal, tax, accounting, medical or other professional should be
sought. The author and publisher do not warrant the performance, effectiveness or applicability of any
sites listed or linked to in this course.

All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for content, accuracy or any other
implied or explicit purpose.

This course is © Copyrighted by Wings Of Success. No part of this may be copied, or changed in
any format, sold, or used in any way other than what is outlined within this course under any
circumstances.

This Product Is Brought To You By

http://www.wingsofsuccess.info/
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Introduction

As we march into this bright new millennium, we’re constantly reminded of the fusion of east

and west. Whether it’s through satellite television programming that beams in productions from

different cultures, enjoying books and music from distant lands that, only a generation or two

ago, couldn’t be accessed, and – of course – communicating with people across time and space

through the Internet and other telecommunications advancements, the world has become a

much smaller place. Indeed, when Marshall McLuan coined the term Global Village, even he

probably didn’t envision so much, so fast, so soon.

Riding the wave of information that now crisscrosses our tiny planet is something that has its

roots in ancient history, yet is experiencing a blossoming in the west that continues to gain

momentum with each passing year. Whether it’s at a local YMCA or a lush spiritual retreat in

the Everglades, Yoga is establishing itself as a mainstay in western culture; indeed, in global

culture.

However, many people are reluctant to experience the physical, emotional, and psychological

health benefits of yoga; and there is really only one major reason for this: misinformation.

While many people might truly enjoy yoga and find it to be the side-effect free answer to a lot of

their emotional and physical ailments, they just don’t know enough about the subject to take that

first step.

Furthermore, a stereotype out there that seems to persist despite evidence to the contrary is

that yoga is a religious following; and that to experience its many health benefits somehow

obliges one to renounce their faith or, worse, run away to some commune and eat tofu in

between chanting sessions.

While, yes, if you’d like to go to a retreat and enjoy tofu and chanting, that’s probably possible

(almost anything is possible, as long as it’s legal and people want to do it, right?).
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Yet that vision of yoga – people with shaved heads and handing flowers to strangers at the

airport – is by no means the overall picture. Yoga is really a very simple, accessible, and in

many countries around the world, ordinary thing to do.

In that light, this book is created with one goal in mind: to demystify yoga for you, and provide

you with a clear, simple, and fun introduction to the topic.

If you’ve never been exposed to any kind of yoga (except for what you might have seen on

television), then this book is for you!

In addition, even if you have experienced some kinds of yoga (perhaps a friend dragged you to

a class at the local recreation center all those years ago), this book will reignite your interest in

the topic and reattach you to a mode of body movement and mind focus that has lived in ancient

lands for millennium.

This book is conveniently organized into four sections:

o What is Yoga?

o Why is Yoga Beneficial?

o Different Kinds of Yoga

o Yoga Equipment & Accessories

As you read through these sections, please bear in mind that there is absolutely no attempt

here, directly or indirectly (or in any other way possible!) to endorse or promote any religious

view. This is because the view of this book is same view that is held by the world’s foremost

authorities on yoga: that it is not a religion. It does not have a dogma.

While there are indeed different schools and streams of yoga – there are actually thousands of

them – they have all managed to coexist quite peacefully because, for the most part, yoga is not

evangelical, which simply means that it does not seek to spread itself as part of its mission.

Please note that the statement above in no way criticizes or comments on evangelical orders,

such as Evangelical Christianity; the point here is simply that the overwhelming majority of yoga

movements does not consider spreading yoga to be a tenet of its identity.
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Yet, while the yoga that is described in this book (and experienced in most of the world) is not a

religion, it does very seamlessly fit into many people’s existing religious framework.

In other words, if you are a Catholic, a Protestant, a Muslim, a Jew, a Sikh, or anything else and

identify yourself as being a part of any faith at all, yoga doesn’t ask you to replace that faith with

someone else, or offer you a competing or contradictory view of what you already believe.

So please remember: yoga, as it is discussed and promoted in this book (and in virtually every

book worth reading!) is not a religion.

As we’ll begin to understand in the next section of this book, yoga is really nothing more, and

nothing less, than harassing the power of human attention, and using it to benefit the body and

mind. It is an approach to life, here and now.
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Chapter 1: What is Yoga?

What was I looking for that night in Bombay? The same thing I had been looking for as

long as I can remember. The same thing all of us seek in one way or another. The

“answer” to life, whatever that might mean. The “truth.” The reason for living, dying, or

being “here” at all.”

- Beryl Bender Birch

Yoga can seem like a complicated concept; or, at the very least, a dizzying array of physical

manipulations that turn seemingly happy-looking human beings into happy looking human

pretzels.

Or even more disconcerting, as we have alluded to in the Introduction, a stereotype does exist

in places where the term yoga is synonymous with cult, or some kind of archaic spiritual belief

that compels one to quit their job, sell their house, and go live in the middle of nowhere.

In actual fact, Yoga is a very basic thing; and if you’ve had the opportunity to visit a country

where it has been established for generations – India, Japan, China, and others – it’s really

rather, well, ordinary.

The practice of yoga came to the west back in 1893 when one of India’s celebrated gurus,

Swami Vivekananda, was welcomed at the World Fair in Chicago. He is now known for having

sparked the West’s interest in yoga.

Literally, the word yoga comes from the Sanskrit term Yug, which means: “to yoke, bind, join, or

direct one’s attention”. At the same time, yoga can also imply concepts such as fusion, union,

and discipline.

The sacred scriptures of Hinduism (an ancient belief system from India that has a global

presence) also defines yoga as “unitive discipline”; the kind of discipline that, according to
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experts Georg Feuerstein and Stephan Bodian in their book Living Yoga, leads to inner and

outer union, harmony and joy.

In essence, yoga is most commonly understood as conscious living; of tapping into one’s inner

potential for happiness (what Sankrit refers to as ananda).

What Yoga Isn’t

Sometimes it’s helpful to understand things by what they aren’t; especially when dealing with a

topic, like Yoga, that is quite easily misunderstood.

Authors and yoga scholars Feuerstein and Bodian help us understand yoga by telling

us what it is NOT:

o Yoga is NOT calisthenics (marked by the headstand, the lotus posture or some pretzel-

like pose). While it is true that yoga involves many postures – especially in hatha yoga –

these are only intended to make people get in touch with their inner feelings.

o Yoga is NOT a system of meditation – or a religion – the way many people are misled to

believe. Meditation is only part of the whole process of bringing ourselves into the realm

of the spiritual.

The Essence of Yoga

Virtually all yogic science and philosophy states that a human being is but a fragment of an

enormous universe, and when this human being learns to “communion” with this vastness, then

he/she attains union with something that is bigger than him/her. This attachment or tapping into

something bigger thus enables one to walk the true path of happiness. By flowing along with

the force, the individual is able to discover truth.

And with truth comes realization; but to attain realization, our words, thoughts and deeds must

be based on truth. People attend courses on yoga and go to studios to learn new techniques in
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yoga, but yoga teacher Tim Miller said that “true yoga begins when [you] leave the studio; it’s all

about being awake and being mindful of your actions".

Yoga and Physical Health

Yoga does not see a distinction between the body and the mind; and this is an understanding

that western psychology has also concluded for many years now (the link between mental

health and physical health, and vice versa).

If you’ve come to this book looking to understand yoga as a means to help your body heal or

improve, then please don’t worry; you’ve come to the right place!

Yoga is indeed a process that involves releasing blocked tension and energy in the body, and

helping make the muscles, tendons, joints, ligaments, and all other components work to their

utmost potential.

Yoga believes that human beings are optimally designed, by nature, to be flexible and agile; and

stiffness and lack of mobility only arrive when the body is unhealthy or out of alignment.

Therefore, countless people have found themselves in a yoga class, or on a yoga mat at home

in front of a Yoga video or DVD, in the hopes of improving their physical health; and perhaps

you may be one of them. If that’s the case, then keep reading!

There are proven physical benefits of yoga, which include:

o increased flexibility and range of motion

o reduced pain in joints and muscles

o stronger immune system

o stronger lung capacity and therefore higher quality respiration

o Increased metabolism (which can lead to weight loss!)

o higher quality of sleep (especially due to improved breathing and a more oxygenated

body)
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Given that certain yoga practices require postures to be mastered, yoga has always helped

promote the body’s flexibility; it also helps in lubricating the joints, ligaments

and tendons. Yoga detoxifies by increasing the flow of blood to various parts of the body. It

helps tone and invigorate muscles that have grown flaccid and weak.

So please do keep in mind that, while yoga is often discussed in terms of its mental approach,

there are clear and proven physical benefits that are a part of this approach.

Therefore, if weight loss is your goal, or the ability to shovel the snow in winter without having

your back ache for days, then yoga is as viable an option to you as it is for the stressed-out

corporate executive who needs to find a strategy for coping with the craziness if her busy life!

Yoga is thus just not twisting the body to perform certain asanas or postures but

balancing the mind and body, making it more receptive to the universal life force pouring

from the Supreme Self. Hence, be truthful, do your duty and love all, along with a few

asanas daily to keep yourself on the path of evolution.”

Meena Om, in Yoga – Beyond the Body and Mind.
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Chapter 2: Why is Yoga Beneficial?

As we’ve repeatedly pointed out in this book (and probably started to bore you with; sorry!),

yoga is not a religion. It can be religious if one wants it to be, and it can co-exist with an existing

religious belief. But yoga itself is not religious in the sense that it focuses on belief or faith.

Yoga is a science; and indeed, in many places in the world (such as India), it is referred to as a

science. This is not mere playing with words; it truly is approached as a science, which means

that it is understood in terms of the scientific method.

Yogic science seeks to verify cause and effect, and build principles based upon objective

observations. Indeed, in many places in the world, to be a yogic master of any credibility, one

must be highly educated in the sciences, including physics and the biological sciences.

This discussion on yoga as science is important for us to have here, because it allows us to

sensible ask the question: what are the benefits of yoga? After all, if yoga is a faith or a belief,

then asking this question isn’t fair; because it’s one that yoga cannot answer in terms that we

can objectively understand.

Yet (again…sorry!) yoga is a science; as empirical and pragmatic as kinesiology, or exercise

science, which seeks to understand how the body acts and reacts to changes in the internal

physical environment. And even more simply than any of this: each of us has a right to ask the

basic question why should I bother doing this yoga thing? before we should be asked to

consider experiencing it for ourselves.

Indeed, while the experience of yoga cannot be reduced to words – just as reading a book on

preparing for a marathon isn’t going to actually physically prepare you to run a marathon – the

goals and principles of yoga can easily be discussed.

Here’s the Mayo Clinic’s take on the benefits of meditation:
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Meditation is used by people who are perfectly healthy as a means of stress reduction. But if

you have a medical condition that's worsened by stress, you might find the practice valuable

in reducing the stress-related effects of allergies, asthma, chronic pain and arthritis, among

others.

Yoga involves a series of postures, during which you pay special attention to your breathing —

exhaling during certain movements and inhaling with others. You can approach yoga as a way

to promote physical flexibility, strength and endurance or as a way to enhance your spirituality.

The Mind-Body Connection

As the website www.ABC-of-Yoga.com helps us understand, yoga is centered on the mind-body

connection. This mind-body harmony is achieved through three things:

o postures (asanas)

o proper breathing (pranayama)

o meditation

Mind and body draw inspiration and guidance from the combined practices of asanas,

breathing, and meditation. As people age (to yogis, ageing is an artificial condition), our bodies

become susceptible to toxins and poisons (caused by environmental and poor dietary factors).

Yoga helps us through a cleaning process, turning our bodies into a well synchronized and well-

oiled piece of machinery.

Physical Benefits

By harmonizing these three principles, the benefits of yoga are attained. And just what are

these benefits? According to www.ABC-of-Yoga.com, these benefits include:

o equilibrium in the body’s central nervous system
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o decrease in pulse

o respiratory and blood pressure rates

o cardiovascular efficiency

o gastrointestinal system stabilization

o increased breath-holding time

o Improved dexterity skills.

o Improved balance

o Improved depth perception

o Improved memory

Psychological Benefits

As noted above, Yoga also delivers an array of psychological benefits; and in fact, this is a very

common reason why people begin practicing it in the first place. Perhaps the most frequently

mentioned psychological benefit of yoga is an improved ability to manage stress. Yoga

diminishes an individual’s levels of anxiety, depression, and lethargy; thus enabling him/her to

focus on what’s spiritual and important: achieving balance and happiness.

Supporting a Healthy Lifestyle

There is some very interesting psychology behind this that students of western thinkers (e.g.

Freud, Jung, Fromm, etc.) will find familiar and, indeed, quite rational.

When an individual decides to be happy, something within that person activates; a kind of will or

awareness emerges. This awareness begins to observe the jungle of negative thoughts that

are swimming constantly through the mind.

Rather than attacking each of these thoughts – because that would be an unending struggle! –

yoga simply advises the individual to watch that struggle; and through that watching, the stress

will diminish (because it becomes exposed and thus unfed by the unconscious, unobserving

mind!).
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At the same time, as an individual begins to reduce their level of internal negativity, subsequent

external negative behaviors begin to fall of their own accord; habits such as excessive drinking,

emotional overeating, and engaging in behaviors that, ultimately, lead to unhappiness and

suffering.

With this being said, it would be an overstatement to imply that practicing yoga is the easy way

to, say, quit smoking, or to start exercising regularly. If that were the case, yoga would be ideal!

Yoga simply says that, based on rational and scientific cause and effect relationships that have

been observed for centuries, that when a person begins to feel good inside, they naturally tend

to behave in ways that enhance and promote this feeling of inner wellness.

As such, while smoking (for example) is an addiction and the body will react to the lessening of

addictive ingredients such as tar and tobacco (just to name two of many!), yoga will help the

process. It will help provide the individual with the strength and logic that they need in order to

discover that smoking actually doesn’t make them feel good.

In fact, once they start observing how they feel, they’ll notice without doubt that instead of

feeling good, smoking actually makes one feel quite bad inside; it’s harder to breathe, for one.

Now, this book isn’t an anti-smoking book, and if you’ve struggled with quitting smoking then

please don’t be offended by any of this; there is no attempt here at all to imply that quitting

smoking is easy, or just a matter of willpower.

Scientists have proven that there is a true physical addiction that is in place, alongside an

emotional addiction that can be just as strong; perhaps even stronger.

The point here is simply to help you understand that yoga can help a person make

conscious living choices that promote healthy and happy living. This can include:

o quitting smoking

o reducing excess drinking

o eating healthier

o getting more sleep

o reducing stress at work (and everywhere else for that matter)
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o promoting more harmonious relationships all around

Please remember: yoga doesn’t promise anyone that these things will simply happen overnight.

At most, yoga is the light that shows you how messy things in the basement really are; and once

that light is on, it becomes much more straightforward – not to mention efficient and time

effective – to clean things up!

Emotional Benefits

Yoga has also been hailed for its special ability to help people eliminate feelings of hostility and

inner resentment. As a result of eliminating these toxic emotions, the doorway to self

acceptance and self actualization opens.

Pain Management Benefits

Pain management is another benefit of yoga. Since pain and chronic pain are conditions that

affect all of us at some point, understanding the positive link between yoga and pain

management could be invaluable.

It can also be financially valuable, since the pain medication industry is a multi-billion dollar

marketplace and many people, especially as they age, find that their insurance or government

coverage won’t cover some pharmaceutical and over-the-counter pain relief medications. The

website www.lifepositive.com provides some illuminating information on yoga and pain

management:

Yoga is believed to reduce pain by helping the brain's pain center regulate the gate-controlling

mechanism located in the spinal cord and the secretion of natural painkillers in the body.

Breathing exercises used in yoga can also reduce pain. Because muscles tend to relax when

you exhale, lengthening the time of exhalation can help produce relaxation and reduce tension.

Awareness of breathing helps to achieve calmer, slower respiration and aid in relaxation and

pain management. Yoga's inclusion of relaxation techniques and meditation can also help
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reduce pain. Part of the effectiveness of yoga in reducing pain is due to its focus on self-

awareness.

This self-awareness can have a protective effect and allow for early preventive action.

Real People, Real Benefits

The website www.beingyoga.com provides some great testimonials from real people – not

mystical Yogis or people hailing from a spiritual school – who have experienced positive results

from their yoga experiences. Here’s but one of them:

Bikram Yoga has helped manage my diabetes unbelievably. I have curtailed my insulin

injections by 50%. I have lost 30 pounds, completely lost the desires to smoke, drink

alcohol and eat junk food. I even wrote a book on how it saved my life called, No More

Diabetes, How Yoga Saved my Life.

- John Spanek
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Chapter 3: Different Kinds of Yoga

It’s funny to look at it this way, but one of the things that has promoted the spread of yoga in the

west, is the same thing that can sometimes prevent someone from truly exploring it and

therefore experiencing its health benefits. This thing is variety.

Sometimes when there is only one of something – such as one idea, or one language, or one

anything – it’s hard for that thing to spread outside of those who abide by it, agree with it, or

simply want it to continue existing.

Yet when there are multiple ideas and concepts, the chances of it spreading increase; there are

just more people out there who will be able to access it, talk about it, and indeed, make it a part

of their lives.

What does this have to do with yoga? Well, there are many different types of yoga; and the

reason for this, as we initially discussed, is that yoga isn’t a religion; it’s an approach to being

alive. As such, it’s very agile and flexible (no pun intended!) and carries well across cultural,

country, and religious boundaries.

Thanks to its diversity and different facets and types, yoga has spread very swiftly through the

western world over last 110 years or so; and is spreading faster now than ever before (many

western companies will now pay for yoga classes as part of an enhanced health benefits

program).

Yet this very diversity has led to some confusion; and people who have been exposed to one

kind of yoga might accidentally think that they’ve seen it all. This is more worrisome, of course,

when one has been exposed to a kind of yoga that – for whatever reason – they did not like, or

perhaps, weren’t quite ready for (just as how some people might turn away from a fitness

program if they aren’t in the right frame of mind to see it through).
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So if you’ve experienced yoga, or seen it on television, read about it in a newspaper, or

overheard a friend or colleague talk about it, then please be aware that there’s a very good

chance that you haven’t been exposed to all that there is (which is wonderful, because it means

that this next section will be very interesting and informative for you!).

Six Major Types

Yogic scholars Feuerstein and Bodian note six major types of yoga. In no particular order, they

are:

1) hatha yoga

2) raja yoga

3) karma yoga

4) bhakti yoga

5) jnana yoga

6) tantra yoga

Let’s look at each one of these in turn.

Hatha Yoga

Graham Ledgerwood, who has been teaching yoga and mysticism for over 30 years, says that

hatha yoga is practiced in the west mostly for health and vitality, and is the most popular in

western society.

Ha is a Sanskrit term meaning sun, so hatha yoga according to Ledgerwood is a “marvelous

means of exercising, stretching, and freeing the body so it can be a healthy, long-lived, and vital

instrument of the mind and soul”.
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Perfecting the postures in hatha yoga has two objectives:

1. Meditating.

People need at least one posture that they can be totally comfortable with, for a long period of

time. The more postures you can master, the better you are able to cultivate deeper meditation

techniques.

2. Renewing body’s energies for optimum health.

Raja Yoga

Similar to classical yoga, Raja Yoga is considered the “royal path” to unifying the mind and

body. Raja yoga is considered by some to be a rather difficult form of yoga, because it seeks

enlightenment through direct control and mastery of the mind.

People who can concentrate well and enjoy meditation are best suited for Raja yoga. This type

– or branch – of yoga has 8 limbs:

o moral discipline

o self-restraint

o posture

o breath control

o sensory inhibition

o concentration

o meditation

o ecstasy
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Karma Yoga

Karma yoga involves selfless action. The word karma itself means action – all actions that

come from the individual beginning from his birth until his death. Most importantly, karma is the

path to doing the right thing. Hence the practice of karma yoga means giving up the ego to

serve God and humanity.

Karma yoga comes from the teachings of the Bhagavad Vita, which is sometimes respectfully

referred to as “the New Testament of Hinduism”. Service to God through serving others is the

foundation of Karma Yoga.

Karma Yoga

Sri Swami Sivananda says:

Mark how love develops. First arises faith. Then follows attraction and after that adoration.

Adoration leads to suppression of mundane desires. The result is single-mindedness and

satisfaction. Then grow attachment and supreme love towards God.

In this type of highest Bhakti all attraction and attachment which one has for objects of

enjoyment are transferred to the only dearest object, God. This leads the devotee to an eternal

union with his Beloved and culminates in oneness.

Bhakti yoga is thus seen as divine love. As a force of attraction, Swami Nikhilananda and Sri

Ramakrishna Math say that love operates on three levels:

o material

o human

o spiritual

These two yogis further explain that love is a creative power, and this creative power pushes us

to seek joy and immortality. In their own elegant and precise words:
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Love based upon intellectual attraction is more impersonal and enduring… It is a matter of

common observation that the more intellectually developed the life of a person is, the less he

takes pleasure in the objects of the senses.

Jnana Yoga

Jnana yoga is the path to wisdom. Graham Ledgerwood defines jnana as “emptying out” the

mind and soul of delusions so that individuals can be attuned to reality, releasing all thoughts

and emotions until the individual is transformed and enlightened.

Jnana yoga is one of the four main paths that lead directly to self-realization (philosophy of

advaita vedanda). By crushing the obstacles of ignorance, the student of jnana yoga

experiences God.

Concepts such as discernment and discrimination are highly regarded in Jnana yoga, where the

student or devotee identifies himself as separate from the components of his environment.

“Neti-neti” is also a principle inherent in Jnana Yoga. Literally, it means “not this, not this” and

by removing objects around, what’s left is just YOU and only you.

Tantra Yoga

A six type of yoga that many people have heard about, and indeed, are quite curious about, is

tantra yoga.

Tantra yoga is considered by some to be most oriental of all yoga branches. It is often

misunderstood as consisting exclusively of sexual rituals. It involves more than sex: it is the

path of self-transcendence through ritual means, one of which is just consecrated sexuality.

Some tantric schools actually recommend a celibate lifestyle after a certain point.
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Tantra literally means “expansion.” A Tantra devotee expands all his levels of consciousness

so he/she can reach out to the Supreme Reality. Tantra yoga aims to awaken the male and

female aspects within a person to trigger a spiritual awakening.

Advice for Beginners

As you now know (if you didn’t know it when you started reading, that is!), yoga is a very

interesting and ancient approach of uniting the body and the mind. It has proven health

benefits, including emotional and physical improvements.

The chances therefore are, if you’re on the verge of starting a yoga program (perhaps at a local

center or you’ve purchased a video or DVD and want to try it at home), you’re excited,

optimistic, and anxious to get going!

Yet it’s wise to note that, before going into yoga practice, you should ask yourself some

important questions. These questions don’t have a right or wrong answer.

They are merely meant to stimulate your own thoughts and give you the mindset that you need

in order to succeed as a student of yoga for the long term.

Here are the basic questions that you should ask before starting any yoga program:

o what are my reasons for starting a yoga program? Are they realistic?

o If my yoga program involves some degree of physical strain, such as certain postures in

hatha yoga, have I received medical clearance from a qualified and certified health

professional to ensure that I don’t injure myself?

o Are my goals for pursuing a yoga program (or programs) clear and positive? Do I know

what I want to achieve?
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o Am I prepared to commit the time necessary to really get the most of out of my yoga

experience?

o Are there people around me who might negatively try and talk me out (or mock me out)

of pursuing this path of personal development? Should I either avoid such people, or

ask them to respect what I’m choosing to do?

Please note that these are just basic questions; and this isn’t an exhaustive list. The point here

is really that you should be clear and confident about your choice of experiencing yoga.

And remember, please: there are many different kinds of yoga, and many different kinds of yoga

instructors. Most of them are great; a handful of them may be well-intentioned, but may lack

some of the foundation that they need in order to teach.

Remember always: no yoga instructor that you work with should ever humiliate you, degrade

you, insult you, or make you feel inferior.

If you encounter the 1 in a 1000 who has not yet achieved the personal development that

he/she needs in order to effectively teach, then remember: there are always other teachers!

The goal here is to make you happy, healthy, and confident. These criteria should be a part of

all of your yoga experiences from day one.

Final Note on Consistency

For you to enjoy every benefit of your commitment to practicing yoga, please note that

consistency and regularity are keys. You can’t go into one session and skip three or four just

because you’re sore, had an unexpected engagement, or were too stressed out.
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For the body and mind to change, you need to practice yoga consistently. Remove all

obstacles, real or imagined and stay committed. Your rewards will be better health, better

emotional balance, and a happier, more fulfilled life!

Chapter 4: Yoga Equipment & Accessories

The popularity of yoga has given rise to an industry that specializes in yoga equipment,

accessories and clothes. The internet is a true market place of things yoga and product lines

are as varied and diverse as the many teachings and postures of yoga.

If you’ve ventured into your neighborhood sporting goods store, or even a department store,

you’ve likely seen an array of yoga equipment that features very happy and peaceful looking

people sitting on a yoga mat, or using a yoga towel. Indeed, for someone interested in yoga,

this is like a kid in a candy store. There has never been a time in the marketplace where yoga

equipment was so easy to find, and indeed, so affordable!

With that being said, it can be rather confusing as to which equipment does what. They all

seem to have such happy looking people on the packaging; how do you know what’s worth

investing your money on?

Well, ultimately, the answer to that important question will be determined by the kind of yoga

that you want to experience, and also, your own preferences.

Some people, for example, don’t want to sit on a mat; they prefer the firmness of the floor. Other

people find that sitting on the floor is painful and can lead to back and tailbone ache; and as

such, a yoga mat is essential.

So, rather than prescribing here what you should buy and what you shouldn’t, let’s instead focus

on the various neat things that you can easily buy, and you can use this information to help you

make a wise decision.
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Yoga Mats

Let’s start with the famous yoga mat. Now, as a general rule (to which there will always, of

course, be exceptions): be careful with the supermarket version.

A good yoga mat has a good grip on the floor, which is important if you have to perform

complicated maneuvers and postures. They typically measure about 2 feet in width, and are

available in a slew of rainbow colors.

There are yoga mats to fit all levels from beginner to advanced, and you have a choice of

thickness. Many yoga stores will provide mats with efficient cushioning. Yoga mats are also

available for children.

Yoga Towel

Don’t forget your yoga towel. There are also skidless towels and some manufacturers make

super absorbent ones – also, in what some retailers call, “chakra colors.”

Yoga Bags

Yoga bags look rectangular – almost tubular – they are designed to hold your yoga mat and

towel and other accessories.

Most products have a shoulder strap and are made of different materials, nylon being a

common one. There are low end yoga bags retailing for $12.00 and they go up to $50.00,

depending on make and size.

Yoga Straps

Those who do a lot of yoga flexibility routines often opt for yoga straps. These straps help them

stretch their limbs, and to hold poses longer.

Yoga Sandbags and Bolsters
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There are also yoga sandbags and bolsters that help your body balance and provide support as

you perform your poses, stretches and positions. They are also available in many colors.

Yoga Medication Cushions, Chairs, Benches, and Pillows

The website www.yoga.com sells kits that include what they call “cosmic meditation cushion”,

which is advertised as ideal for peaceful medication. There’s the backjack meditation chair (no

legs) with firm upright back for support. There are also meditation benches (in different shapes)

and the breathing (prayanama) pillow.

Yoga Balls

Balls are good for building strength, achieve balance and tone muscles. These fun yoga balls

sell for about $25.00, and many dancers and physical therapists use yoga balls for a variety of

movements, including: backbends, restorative poses and hip openers. Many balls can hold up

to 600 pounds of weight.

And…remember: don’t forget your air pump!

Yoga Blocks

These devices look like blocks, and have a mattress-feel to them. They’re great for body

movement extensions.

Yoga Videos/DVDs

If you’re pressed for time, feel a bit shy about attending a public yoga class, or just want to have

an idea of how yoga is practiced, yoga videos/DVDs are a great way to get initiated into yoga.

A great advantage of yoga videos is you can watch the clips over and over again until you’ve

mastered the techniques correctly.
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Yoga Music

Consider trying yoga music to help you meditate better, breathe deeper, and hold those

positions longer. One website, www.santosha.com, sells at least 4 dozen album titles for about

$11.00-$18.00.

To name a few titles: Slow Music for Yoga, Tibetan Sacred Temple Music, Shiva Station,

Nectar, Fragrance of the East, etc.

There is also yoga music for trance dance and yoga flow, chants and mantras and audio books.

Yoga Clothing

Though not mandatory for class, many yoga participants want an all-yoga attire to complement

their yoga practice. Most beginners however come in a loose-fitting cotton t-shirt and

comfortable leggings.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

The journey of yoga is one that is always an introduction; and hence, the title of this book is a

little bit of a pleasant, zen-like joke. There is no end to yoga; it is a constant process of

discovering yourself, and energizing your body to give it optimal health.

With that being said, for purely practical purposes, it’s just fine to refer to something as an

introduction to yoga, and hopefully this book has been a pleasant eye-opener for you.

Among other things, this book has ideally:

o Clarified for you that yoga is not a religion and therefore does not request or require you

to change your faith.

o Helped you understand the benefits of yoga; benefits that range from physical, to

emotional, to psychological improvements.

o Helped you understand that yoga is not an “overnight thing”, but takes consistency,

commitment, and routine in order to deliver all of the benefits that you deserve.

o Helped you understand the various different kinds of yoga available to you (and all of

these forms are available in the west, though some of the less popular one might only be

centered in large urban areas).

o Provided you with an overview of the various equipment that you can purchase (if you

wish!) to enhance and improve your yoga journey.
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In closing – we won’t say concluding, since there’s no end to this journey! – let’s enjoy the sage

words of Swami Akhilananda, who very poetically describes the power and joy that people who

attentively follow a yogic path experience. (Please note, too, that if you don’t like the usage of

the word God in the quote below, simply replace it with something that fits within your own

preference; the meaning and intent will remain the same).

The real mystic who has spiritual realizations or superconscious experiences becomes

extremely interested in his fellow beings as he finds the expression of God in them.

A mystic feels the presence of God everywhere and so he takes a loving interest no only

in human beings but also in other beings.

- Swami Akhilananda
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We always believe in providing immense value to our readers. Hence we are adding
several bonus articles that give you more information on this subject. Enjoy!

All these articles are © Wings Of Success.
Using them without our prior written consent Is strictly prohibited.
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Got a Few Minutes

Ina Mirx is 68, looks 35, and can do things with her body that a 16-year-old farm hand can't do,

but she wasn't always fit-as-a-fiddle.

At the age of 30, while pregnant, she was forced to jump from the third story of a burning hotel.

She landed on concrete, fractured her spine and pelvis, broke several ribs -- and lost her child.

Over the next 10 years Marx tried nearly every kind of regimen to rescue herself from this state.

Nothing worked, and she eventually reached such desperation that she attempted suicide,

twice. Then she discovered yoga -- her salvation.

With new confidence and a new lease on life, she began teaching yoga and has also written two

books, ''Yoga and Common Sense'' and ''Fitness for the Unfit.''

With her special yoga program, she combines the physical aspects of Hatha Yoga with Raja

Yoga, the meditative side.

Her method is specially designed to reach out to all those who have been left in the dust of the

high-energy, high-impact state of modern fitness programs, and those who need to relax and

unwind in a short amount of time to relieve a lot of stress quickly.

What's more, the best thing about Marx's form of yoga is that a few stretches a day, for a few

minutes a day -- at home or in the office -- can lead couch potatoes and grouches to a very

bright light at the end of the tunnel.

Ina Mirx is 68, looks 35, and can do things with her body that a 16-year-old farm hand can't do,

but she wasn't always fit-as-a-fiddle.

At the age of 30, while pregnant, she was forced to jump from the third story of a burning hotel.

She landed on concrete, fractured her spine and pelvis, broke several ribs -- and lost her child.
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Over the next 10 years Marx tried nearly every kind of regimen to rescue herself from this state.

Nothing worked, and she eventually reached such desperation that she attempted suicide,

twice. Then she discovered yoga -- her salvation.

With new confidence and a new lease on life, she began teaching yoga and has also written two

books, ''Yoga and Common Sense'' and ''Fitness for the Unfit.''

With her special yoga program, she combines the physical aspects of Hatha Yoga with Raja

Yoga, the meditative side.

Her method is specially designed to reach out to all those who have been left in the dust of the

high-energy, high-impact state of modern fitness programs, and those who need to relax and

unwind in a short amount of time to relieve a lot of stress quickly.

What's more, the best thing about Marx's form of yoga is that a few stretches a day, for a few

minutes a day -- at home or in the office -- can lead couch potatoes and grouches to a very

bright light at the end of the tunnel.
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Some of the Lesser Known Yoga Videos

With more than 100 yoga videos on the market, you can imagine the diversity among them -

everything from nude yoga to postnatal yoga.

Healing Yoga for Common Conditions

This video promises to improve circulation, promote weight loss and manage the symptoms of

diabetes and high cholesterol. Without a medical study it's hard to say if it can really deliver, but

the hosts, Lisa and Charles Matkin, come with good credentials.

They have taught therapeutic yoga programs at Beth Israel Hospital in New York and New York

Presbyterian Medical Center, working with physicians in using yoga to help people with chronic

injuries and illnesses.

The 35-minute video is designed to help you increase your metabolism, according to the

Matkins. The couple begin the workout with Lisa demonstrating the moves next to a pool with an

ocean in the background while Charles does the voice-over, then they switch, then switch again.

Both have soothing voices and good form.

The workout is divided into three sections. The first deals with learning to control your breath.

It's a pretty basic segment, teaching you breathing techniques and stretching out the body.

The second is for strength, and involves poses that are a bit more difficult, such as the warrior

and downward-facing dog poses.

In the third section, you work on releasing tension and relaxation.

This is a good video for all fitness levels. The moves are explained well, as are the benefits and

purposes of yoga. None of the poses is very difficult, and the instructors give you modifications

to make the moves easier.
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Power Strength Yoga for Beginners

Though the title says for beginners, don't believe a word of it. This video takes you through a

vigorous set of poses collectively called the Sun Salutation (which you learn in another video,

Power Yoga Stamina for Beginners).

Then, with the mountains of Maui as a backdrop, instructor Rodney Yee takes you through a

series of very difficult poses including the pendulum, where you balance your entire body off the

floor with the strength of your arms, and others that require a good deal of upper-body strength.

The workout takes only 20 minutes, but you work hard in those 20 minutes. It's the only yoga

video of those reviewed here in which your heart rate gets close to an aerobic rate.

Yee has a great, soothing voice and perfect form, but he never really offers an explanation of

the poses or an easier way to do them. Nor does he offer any help in how to build up to them.

That said, if you have the upper-body strength, this is an amazing - and fast - way to get in a

strength workout without having to go to the gym.
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Tantra yoga for the new generation

Yoga is very popular nowadays. With its various benefits, many are influenced to engage in this

form of exercise and meditation. There are so many kinds of Yoga that are known and practiced

by many as of today. One if this is Tantra Yoga.

Tantra yoga is more concentrated on the spiritual healing and most of all the integration f the

body, mind, and spirit. In India, it is an ancient tradition that sexuality is an important and

significant phase to be able to achieve a certain degree of enlightenment.

In Western religious norms, sexual pleasures and desires are not inclined or associated with

spirituality. With these differences in traditions, there exists a fine line between their feelings and

attitude towards sexuality along with spirituality.

However, in Eastern philosophy, they celebrate and rejoice on the splendor and glory of

creation. And later on, they have developed a study or science for understanding how to get

most of this therapeutic and wonderful experience. Energy is known and considered to be the

source of life in Tantra.

Furthermore, they consider the sexual energy and urge as great and sacred energy. There

exists a few of the many exercises that help in the performance on the sexual aspect as well as

some dietary adjustments. Some of these physical exercises include contractions, breathing

and holding certain positions.

There are so many benefits that can be obtained by performing these various physical

exercises. Some of these include improved prostate functioning and enhanced and improved

sexual performance. Another benefit is improved sexual stamina when engaging in sexual

intercourse.
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There are also different kinds of exercises. Aside from the physical exercises, there are psycho-

spiritual exercises. These exercises are ways to develop mediation on unconditional love and

desire. As a result, this can make sexual activities less anxious and awkward, aside from that,

the pressure to perform and move is minimized.

It is said that the most fascinating sexual experience is giving in completely to your partner or

lover what he or she really wants. Expectations may be high so one must perform and must do

something about it.

Through mediation and proper exercises, one can think of the various ways which he can satisfy

his lover. When one is focused and concentrated on giving what your lover really wants is an

experience which can strengthen your relationship with each other, moreover, you will receive

the satisfaction you had always wanted. There are few exercises which can help you a lot I

focusing on your sexual performance.

By repeating some mantras and chants together with breathing exercises and proper

meditation, one can achieve these benefits.

There are also numerous ways to take your foreplay to the highest level. With healing

massages and gentle stroking, one can receive a rewarding experience that can stimulate both

physical and spiritual and healing in different ways.

Reiki or energy channeling healing is practiced before engaging in a sexual activity. This is

known to heighten the sexual pleasure in an intercourse. It is an Eastern healing art where-by

one partner channels his energy to the other.

Through tactile stimulation, healing is achieved and both the physical and spiritual aspect is

enhanced. In this manner, both of you can achieve a deeper state of relaxation and meditation

which is very helpful to couples and partnerships.
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Many years ago Yoga was defined as "the complete mastery of the mind and emotions." You

can readily see how great a part concentration plays in reaching this mastery. For as man

thinks, so he is. Thus, although we are always being told that it is impossible to change human

nature, you, the individual, can indeed change yourself to a very great extent by determining

what your thoughts will be. For the mind is wonderfully flexible and will respond to cultivation as

fertile soil responds to it. Think peace, and gradually your entire outlook becomes one of

serenity and inner calm. Empty your mind of anger, of resentment against your fellow-beings,

substitute an attitude of live-and-let-live, and you will be rewarded by a sense of tolerance that

will make living with others infinitely easier. Refuse to be ruffled by the thousand-and-one

phenomena that yesterday distracted you from your chosen course, and a deep and genuine

feeling of equanimity will soon make it easier for you to live with yourself and, of course, with

others.

The Yogis go much further. They claim that the mind of each of us influences the minds of

others by means of currents we set up. Therefore, they say, harsh and hostile thoughts spread

harm and may actually do harm to those who come in contact with us while on the contrary calm

and kindness contribute to their well-being. Be that as it may, we do know--and both medical

men and psychologists are the first to agree with this--a hostile, negative attitude is invariably

destructive both to ourselves and to our relationships with others. The only constructive

approach is the positive one. Through practice of Yoga it is possible to achieve such an attitude

without having recourse to such long, arduous processes of emotional re-education as people

are given on the psychiatrist's couch. It would be the height of folly not to profit by what is at

hand.

For the ordinary person, there is, of course, no such thing as complete detachment. The highly-

trained Yoga on the other hand is able so completely to detach himself from the world around

him that he achieves startling results. For instance, it is basically through intense concentration--

through his single-minded refusal to permit any outside manifestation whatsoever to disrupt it--

that the Indian fakir learns so completely to control his body as to perform the feats for which

fakirs are famous. Suspending breath for days at a time, halting the beating of the heart, sitting

on a bed of nails without any seeming ill-effects--all these are the more spectacular results of
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complete, intensive concentration combined with the exercise of highly-developed will power.

We in the West aren't interested in such accomplishments. If the fakirs' feats are mentioned

here at all, it is only to demonstrate to what extraordinary lengths it is possible to triumph over

normal human limitations. Our immediate interest is to learn to benefit from concentration in

practical ways.
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The Most Common Types of Yoga

There are so many different types of yoga today, with this a problematic situation for beginners,

it is best to choose a form of yoga that is appropriate for each individual’s level of fitness,

physical and spiritual goals and health condition.

Some of the most common types of yoga are listed below and briefly explained to guide you in

choosing the best type of yoga that you can start with.

Iyengar Yoga: these types of yoga are solely focused on the alignment and precise

movements. Yoga props such as blocks and straps are usually used as part of this type of yoga

for those beginners who are not as flexible as the experts as to compensate for injuries.

These Yoga props help assist all sorts of people to be able to do the poses comfortably.

Because of its attention to details and the flexible modification of poses, these types of yoga is

often a good form of exercise for people with back pain or neck pain, as they are likely to benefit

from the random alteration to the poses.

Practicing these types of yoga will give you a good knowledge on the classics in yoga poses so

that whatever other style you practice, you will have the basic fundamentals on how to do each

position.

In Iyengar yoga the teacher focuses more on alignment and inner awareness. This awareness

starts with the body and expands to other parts of the self as one continues with the regularity of

practice.

Ashtanga Yoga: these types of yoga are commonly called “power yoga” because it is focused

on a powerful flowing movement.

Such movements include pushups and lunges, which deals with strength and stamina. These

types of yoga are best for people who have successfully overcome back injuries and are looking

for more challenging practice.
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People who are already athletic such as runners, gymnasts and cyclists who want to

add more balance and concentration to their routines are also utilizing these types of yoga.

Bikram Yoga: these types of yoga are also known as the “hot yoga” for this is

done in a very warm room. These types of yoga are excellent tools for increasing flexibility

because the heat helps tissue to stretch.

But keep in mind that these types of yoga are not applicable to those that have developed

cardio vascular diseases due to the strain placed on the body when vigorously exercising in the

heat.

Viniyoga: these types of yoga links breathe and movement in flowing exercises that are

adapted to each individual. These are often a good form of yoga for those with back problems or

neck injuries because it can be easily adapted by anyone.

Raja Yoga: these types of yoga aims for liberation through meditation. These types of yoga are

only for those people who are capable of intense concentration.

Bhakti yoga: or commonly known as devotional yoga. These types of yoga focus on self

surrender in the face of the divine.

Mantra yoga: much more know as the "yoga of potent sound,”. These types of yoga aims at

liberation through the verbal or mental repetition of empowered sounds, such as "om," "hum," or

"ram."

There are so many yoga institutions to choose from. It is also a good idea that before going into

a class, discuss with the teacher first regarding hi or her philosophy and beliefs in order to find

the most appropriate and personally appealing form of yoga for you.
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Taking The Stress Out Of Vacations With Yoga

Even during vacations we are still attacked by outside stressful factors which can ruin a very

promising vacation. Vacation stress is a rather antagonistic expression but it is real and it can

cause serious upset. There are countless reasons to get angry during your vacation: poor

services, bad weather, high prices, noisy tourists, annoying insects and the list can go on an on.

Yoga offers several methods of reducing the effects of such negative elements in the form of

meditation, sakshin, pratyahara and pranayama.

Meditation is also a recommended practice when vacation stress factors become active.

Meditation helps you prepare for any potential stressful situations and is invaluable during and

after these obstacles are gone. A detached state of consciousness that allows you to get a

better understanding of the realities around you is referred to as sakshin. Pratyahara is a state

of peace obtained by reducing to a minimum all outside interferences. The mind gets calm and

relaxed, focusing towards the inside of your own body. By using pranayama you are able to

calm yourself in almost any difficult situation by regulating your breathing and thus harmonizing

the energies in your body.

Being prepared for any stress factors is vital for a successful vacation. Anticipating a potential

problem doesn’t mean worrying about it before hand. It means that when the problem does

occur you should already have a good understanding of why it happened. You will always get

much better results by addressing an issue with a clear and calm head, rather then acting on an

impulse.

When a situation occurs try to “step out” of your body and see yourself in that particular setting.

Objectivity is hard to reach, especially when it comes to your own self, but it helps to get a

neutral perspective on things. Directing an action by the guidelines of an objective mind will

prove more successful than jumping in head first into a situation. Concepts like “I couldn’t help

myself” should be constantly discouraged from your own vocabulary and thoughts. Take control

of your inner self and you will have better control of what’s outside your body in the surrounding

world. You should first feel you body’s reaction to an outside element and only react afterwards,
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when a clear judgment dictates what to do. Breathing techniques are of great help when it

comes to relaxing an impulsive spirit and bringing calm to a particular event or situation.

You need to interrupt the actions of your subconscious mind before you are able to take control

of a situation. Initial responses are hasty and often very hard to avoid, but it is essential that,

through practice, you get a constant feeling of control over your reactions. The first reaction to a

negative element can be either that of fighting back or that of fleeing. In any of the two cases a

considerable amount of tensions fills you body, and it could be days or weeks before you

manage to get over this unfortunate event. A calm and balanced response has chances of

eliminating any sort of tension before it even gets a chance to start growing. Remember that

most vacations are short and you can’t afford to spend half of your stay in a negative mood.

After all, you are there to try to recharge your energy, not to try to waste it on meaningless

tensions.
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What is Yoga?

Yoga, which means discipline, was developed in the year 300 by an Indian Hindu named

Patanjali. Its purpose is to stretch the muscles, strengthen the body and increase concentration.

It can also help you relax, if you have trouble doing that.

No wonder this ancient discipline has become popular among modern entertainers and athletes.

Depending on who practices it, yoga can be simply a set of exercises or a total way of life.

Some who practice yoga, called yogis, try to use the discipline to reach a high level of

consciousness. They respect certain abstentions (things not to do), such as not lying, stealing,

being greedy or harming other people. They also practice certain observances (things to do),

such as being clean, content, self-controlled, studious and devoted.

Physical control is also important in yoga. Yogis train themselves to take full, deep breaths.

They consider breathing a life force, counting a lifespan not in years but in the number of

breaths taken.

Unlike exercises that work only on strength, yoga also helps the body become flexible. As a

result, some yoga exercises (called asanas) look a little strange, and you may think you need to

be a human pretzel to do them. Not so. You just have to relax.

In yoga, you ease into stretches, never forcing yourself. The saying no pain--no gain simply

does not apply. You do only the best you can at the moment, and at some later moment you will

do more.

All yoga poses demand balance. And since you can't balance if you're thinking about last night's

TV show, yoga also demands concentration. Learn to concentrate in yoga, and you will be

better able to concentrate in baseball, tennis or even school.

Yoga exercises copy nature. Many yoga poses can be traced to the shapes of creatures, such

as the cobra, cat, dog, tortoise, crab and eagle.
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In the cobra pose, for example, you ask yourself, What would it feel like to be a cobra. You lie

on your stomach with your forehead to the floor. As you inhale, you slowly roll your head back,

supporting yourself with your hands. You hold that pose, then come down slowly, trying to move

as a snake would move.

All yoga exercises promote strength and calmness. Each move's effects on a muscle, a gland or

a nerve center are carefully thought out.

You can choose certain exercises to rid yourself of particular pains, such as back pain from

back-packing or leg pain from jogging. Yoga can help condition you for skiing or help you control

feelings of depression or fear.

Any good book on yoga will describe various asanas and tell how each works. You may even

have done yoga exercises already. Ever done a handstand, or the wheel. Many exercise

programs borrow from yoga.
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Why Yoga?

As recently as a century ago, when the average life expectancy throughout the Western world

was less than forty years, people gave little thought to keeping fit. Life was simply not long

enough. The few men and women who lived into their eighties and nineties were thought old

souls of whom it was said that they were so mean nothing would kill them.

Today the picture has changed. On the one hand, science and medicine have combined to

lessen the hazards to which we are exposed. Plagues have been wiped out. Antibiotics and

other miracle drugs are conquering diseases long considered incurable. Surgery is capable of

life-saving magic. Our life expectancy has very nearly doubled and continues to rise.

On the other hand, we have acquired an entirely new set of problems. Even as the years of our

lives stretch out longer, existence becomes infinitely more complex. By its very nature, twentieth

century civilization makes this inevitable. The Atomic Age is hardly a relaxed age. We circle the

globe in a matter of hours, we talk of trips to the moon as the reality of tomorrow--but we also

know that tomorrow's wars, unless prevented, will be on a scale to wipe out continents.

On the personal level, our urban civilization brings with it tensions virtually unknown in our

grandparents' time. We tend to live on the run, geared to split-second timing, to noise, to

newscasts every hour on the hour, to phones jangling and cars honking, subway trains,

deadlines and keeping up with the Joneses and seldom sufficient rest, relaxation or sleep. None

of this is conducive to peace of mind. As for our physical conditions, as fast as the human body

is enabled, through technical advances, to last longer, it falls prey to a new, totally different

roster of ills.

Look around you and compare the medical picture with what it once was: Smallpox has all but

vanished, tuberculosis is rapidly being wiped out, pneumonia rarely kills, death in childbirth is no

longer something to fear. But now it is the diseases of old age and of tension that are the

evening. Today heart trouble is the number one killer. Ulcers, arthritis, allergies, and allergic

respiratory disturbances--not to mention mental illness of every variety--plague the young, the

not-so-young and the elderly.
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But since the world we live in is the only world we have, and since we cannot individually do

much to change it, the next best thing is to learn to adjust to it with some degree of comfort.

True, we cannot very well go bucolic, escape to some Thoreauvian Walden, some Shangri-La of

our own making. Nor can we shut our eyes, close our ears, turn off our emotions enabling us to

remain impervious to the life around us. We probably wouldn't want to do that even if we could,

for who but a born hater would deliberately choose indifference to those very qualities which

make us warm human beings?

Fortunately there does exist an answer to this problem. It is possible for anyone who will only

take the trouble to learn to live serenely in our Age of Anxiety. Within easy reach is a key to

living out one's allotted span of three-score-and-ten or more, enjoying all the while a vigorous

mind in a vigorous body, both of them functioning to the very limit of their potential. The key to

such well-being is Yoga.

Yoga, you say? But that's some kind of Eastern magic, or maybe a religion! Yoga is a Hindu

with an exotic headdress, climbing a rope firmly anchored in mid-air. It's a man walking barefoot

over hot coals or lying on a bed of nails.

Nothing of the sort! The misconceptions about Yoga are many, and naturally what sticks in the

minds of most people is the flamboyant, or what we might call the circus approach. But this we

can happily leave to the tricksters. The truth has nothing whatever in common with any

spectacular nonsense. True Yoga philosophy and Yoga health practices are sane, serious,

utilitarian and easily applicable to our own daily lives.
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Work – Life Balance and Yoga

After a surge of interest during the consciousness-conscious '60s, yoga began to fall out of

favor. Exercisers apparently lost patience with the activity, which offers slow but steady results,

and turned to the fast pace and quick shape-up of aerobics. Now yoga is back-less mystical

than in the past, less reminiscent of gurus in pretzel positions, and more attractive than ever to

people who are interested in working out rather than working toward some spiritual goal.

Once you step out of the metaphysical atmosphere, yoga is a great stretch and flexibility

program. Yoga is increasingly being used by those who are having a trouble in balancing their

work and personal life. A stressful working environment and a hectic schedule has a telling

impact on the personal lives of the modern day executives and so they are turning to yoga to

bring about a peace of their mind and to adopt a perfect work-life balance.

Also, many disgruntled runners, weight trainers and aerobic dancers complain that instead of

reducing the stress in their lives, their exercise regimes add more.

People rush to work out every day at lunch, force themselves to keep up and then rushed back

to work. Surely, it does something good for them, but it is just another pressure. Yoga is less

competitive, less stressful, and above all gives a wonderful feeling of being.

Indeed, the healing aspect of yoga is a key to its renewed popularity. The strained knees,

aching backs and neck pains generated by the push for fitness and the stress of making it in a

competitive world have inspired a packaged set of a book and audio cassettes. Some

orthopedic surgeons, chiropractors and neurologists are now referring patients to specific yogis

during treatment.

Growing interest in the mind-body connection is fueling a major comeback of the ancient

practice, boosted by research suggesting it can reduce stress and blood pressure, improve work

performance, even slow effects of aging.
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Several techniques are now being taught in mainstream hospitals and businesses; books about

them are brisk sellers and discussion groups have sprung up on the Internet.

Even the Army is interested - it has asked the National Academy of Sciences to study

meditation and other new age techniques that might enhance soldiers' performance.

Details differ, but a common theme is relaxing the body while keeping the mind alert and

focused - on an object, sound, breath or body movement. If the mind wanders - and it always

does - you gently bring it back and start again

Stress-related problems account for 60percent to 90percent of U.S. doctor visits, and mind-body

approaches often are more effective, and cost-effective, than drugs or surgery. For example,

34percent of infertile patients get pregnant within six months, 70percent of insomniacs become

regular sleepers and doctor visits for pain are reduced 36percent.
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Yoga and Sports: Tennis

Tennis requires cat-like reflexes with short bursts of strength. These short movements do not

allow the muscles to extend their full length. When muscles are strenuously worked they

become tight and can lose their elasticity unless properly stretched. Yoga exercises can

increase the body's range of motion. The lack of movement because of inflexibility binds the

joints. Without the elasticity of the muscles, I think an athlete can be a prisoner within his own

body.

Using yoga techniques makes it possible to retrain the muscles. Most tennis athletes play in a

constant state of muscle tension. Yoga trains the body to relax muscle tension. Learning to

begin your game in a relaxed state could mean gaining an extra step on the ball.

When in a ready position muscles are contracted and ready for action. To move, muscles must

be relaxed and then contracted again to spring in any direction. By retraining the muscles you

begin from a relaxed position, giving a quickened reaction time.

Yoga breathing exercises can help improve endurance and stamina. When exerting in sports or

exercise we often hold the breath as a way to create strength. Yoga trains the body to create

strength through breathing control. Holding the breath at points of exertion takes a great deal of

energy that could be used during long sets or matches.

Learning the correct way while doing a yoga pose is simple. Exhale during the execution of a

pose until you feel the muscles' full length of stretch (maximum resistance). Never hold your

breath. Breathe normally and listen to the body. Hold for 30 seconds, then release the pose

slowly. By constant practice of yoga poses you'll soon apply breathing techniques in everyday

routines.

A simple spine twist is excellent for rotational sports. It can help increase needed flexibility of the

shoulders and back and hips. Remember to apply the breathing technique to this pose.
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Begin the spine twist by sitting on the floor with both legs straight out in front of you. Keeping the

spine straight, bend the left leg placing the left foot on the outside of the right knee. Now, place

the left hand on the floor behind you with your arm straight and the right elbow bent. Positioned

on the outside of the left thigh place the right hand on the left hip.

Slowly exhale while turning the head and upper body to the left, looking over the left shoulder.

Pressure from the right arm should keep the left leg stationary while pressure from the left arm

and torso gives you the twist. Stronger use of both arms increases the twist. Hold this pose for

30 seconds and repeat twist on the opposite side.

A total body conditioning and flexibility routine is essential for the avid tennis player. Yoga

techniques could be the edge you need in developing your game.
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The physiology of breathing:

The purpose of breathing, as everyone knows, is to supply the body with oxygen and cleanse it

of carbon dioxide. Cut off the oxygen, retain the poisonous waste gas, and death will follow in a

matter of minutes. This is elementary. What is not so clear is that an _inadequate _supply of

oxygen--that is, improper waste disposal--results in half living. The body functions are slowed,

the tissues fail to renew themselves. Yet this unsatisfactory state of affairs is so common that

we actually take it for granted. In fact, leading chest specialists say that the average person

today utilizes only about one-eighth of his lung capacity, a capacity which was right for him back

in the days when he lived in caves and spent all his waking hours actively engaged in the

business of surviving.

Even when we are not living at par, the heart does a prodigious job. Every hour it pumps some

800 quarts of blood through the lungs which, in turn, eliminate some 30 quarts of carbon acid

during that time. The heart beats 100,000 times a day, which means it generates enough

energy to lift a weight of 130 tons a foot high. It pumps enough blood in a lifetime to float the

largest ocean liner. Imagine what power our heart might have, what energy it could generate, if

only its supply of oxygen were increased eight times!

As the freshly-oxygenated blood travels from the lungs to the heart and is pumped on, via

arteries and blood vessels, via tiny capillaries, it reaches every cell in our organism. It makes

possible the utilization of our food intake for the body's various needs, rebuilding tissues,

supplying energy. It stimulates the functioning of the endocrine glands so that their secretions

may be better absorbed. It feeds the nerves. It feeds the brain. Then, through a second set of

capillaries, dark red now instead of bright, for it is loaded with waste, it travels back through the

veins to be cleansed once more. All of the blood in the body makes this trip to the heart every

three minutes.

Now what of the lungs? Why is it that most of us do not use our respiratory system properly?

Partly the answer is, again, that we have grown effete with civilization. The physiology of the

human body remains geared to that primitive state when man hunted, climbed trees, split rocks,
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and there is little we can do to change this. In a sense we now have too much equipment for our

needs, and we are letting it grow weak and flabby with disuse. This imbalance, by the way, has

been largely responsible for the prevalence of tuberculosis and our susceptibility to it until the

development of wonder drugs changed the picture.

But the anachronistic way we are built is not the only reason for our being oxygen-starved, nor

for the various respiratory ailments and infection from which so many of us surfer. The fact is,

few of us breathe properly.

Look around you. You will be astonished to notice how many people breathe through the mouth

instead of through the nose. This means they inhale directly through the pharynx and the larynx

(roughly, together, the throat) allowing air to reach the bronchial tubes without being properly

filtered and warmed. In order to be cleansed of dust and bacteria air should be drawn in through

the nasal passages where the mucus membranes with their secretions filter it. Moreover, as that

air then travels a considerably longer road it is warmed to body temperature instead of being

allowed to hit vital organs with chilly shock. Breathing through the mouth, then, is an invitation to

colds and infections of all sorts.

One final aspect, too often disregarded, of proper breathing is that it must be done from the

diaphragm. Women especially, because of tight clothing and girdles, tend to breathe by lifting

the chest, consciously drawing the air in. This is less than half-effective, both because the upper

lobes of the lungs are the smallest and because the upper part of the rib cage is relatively rigid.

The correct way to breathe is to expand the muscles of the diaphragm down and out, then push

in and up. In this way the lungs expand to full capacity, air rushes into them, then is vigorously

expelled. If you try it, you will quickly see how even a minute or two of such breathing can be

enormously exhilarating. But very few of us breathe this way naturally. It is something which

must be learned by practice.

Yoga deep-breathing exercises, as you will see shortly, give the body this exhilaration. Some

you will find extremely simple--so simple you will wonder why they should be dignified by such

formal attention. The answer is that because of this very simplicity they can, if done regularly,

soon become automatic, a fine new habit. Moreover, like the more complicated ones, they are a

most important adjunct of the practice of relaxation and
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concentration. Bear in mind always that one cannot be achieved without the other, and neither

can be reached without an understanding of the purpose of both.

Try this first experiment in Dynamic Breathing: Stand straight but relaxed. Breathing as

smoothly and rhythmically as possible, with the mouth closed, inhale slowly and deeply while

expanding the diaphragm, then exhale by pushing the diaphragm in and up. Take as long to

inhale as to exhale, although normally inhalation involves a shorter movement than exhalation.

While striving to equalize and slow down your normal tempo, visualize your limbs as hollow

tubes through which the life-giving prana is being drawn into your body. Picture this energy

flowing into your organs, bathing your entire body and cleansing it. As you exhale, visualize

fatigue and exhaustion passing out of your system along with the poisonous wastes you breathe

out. Finish with what we call the "Cleansing Breath:" Inhale deeply, then, when your lungs are

fully extended, expel the breath suddenly and energetically, using a quick inward jerk of the

abdomen to drain the lungs of all air. Repeat the cleansing breath two or three times, and you

will be amazed at its bracing effect. After you have become expert at Dynamic Breathing, you

can practice it at odd times during the day.
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Yoga Accessories- Getting the Ones You Really Need

If you want to do yoga, of course you need to have some of the needed yoga accessories but

you don’t really need all of it.

In practicing, you don’t actually have to force yourself to buy all of the accessories. You can

have just the necessary ones. If you want to have the most yoga accessories, you can go for

the cheaper ones that are available.

Other sports may require you to have all the expensive accessories needed in the practice. With

Yoga, the major requirement is your body and nothing more. It is the important equipment that

you should have in order to complete the process.

Although not required, you can have the basic yoga accessories if you want to. These basic

accessories give you a comfortable look and feel when having the practice.

Of course, Yoga Accessories are safer to perform with in having a practice. It may prevent some

certain slips and slides that you may not expect while in the procedure especially if you are a

beginner.

Some standard Yoga Accessories include clothing. This type of accessory is needed to keep

you comfortable. Good clothing helps you to breathe clearly and it allows to you make

movements freely. These Yoga Accessories contributes a lot to your concentration and will give

you a peaceful mind.

If you do not wear good and comfortable Yoga Accessories, you might be distracted.

Distractions are very hard to deal with in doing yoga practices.

Wearing loose fit tee shirts might cause some abstractions because it draws your attention and

it causes to move unevenly. Paying attention to these things is such a hindrance to a peaceful

yoga practice.
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Yoga instructors recommend their students to wear nice-fit Yoga Accessories in order for the

session to be flourishing and thriving.

One of the best Yoga Accessories is the shorts. Most people wear shorts during a practice. This

is very perfect for those who perspire a lot. Sometimes, the room temperature keeps you warm

and wearing coated accessories may cause some discomfort during the practice.

Since Yoga needs full concentration, sweating may cause some distractions and disturbances.

Yoga Accessories are created to make you feel better and not to make you feel uneasy.

Yoga as we all know is performed barefoot but there are some people who are comfy in wearing

socks that are made of cotton and also shoes that are softly made.

A mat is another Yoga Accessory that is commonly used by those who practice yoga. This is

quite essential if you are in a class so that you stay in your place during the practice.

This is good to stay clean because there will be some exercises that requires you to lie flat on

the floor. Mats help in preventing slides and slips during a practice.

There are also some optional Yoga Accessories which include bags. These bags are useful if

you are carrying a mat to your class.

DVD’s are useful if you are not taking classes. The videos represent as your teacher. You

simply need to follow the steps and you’re in shape. It’s just like having real classes.

Buying these accessories is not really compulsory but they are considered useful. Now what are

you waiting for? If you really want to do yoga, go and get yourself the Yoga Accessories that

you want.
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How to find the Right Yoga Bolsters

Yoga has been part of our lives when it comes to tension and stress relief. Through yoga we

gain a deeper knowledge and understanding of oneself. It also serves as a great tool to stay

healthy and prevent certain diseases.

Yoga through the years of repeatedly usage has become a popular alternative medicine. Today

it is now used to cure chronic diseases and ailments in the different body systems. It includes

the nervous, circulatory, endocrine, respiratory, digestive, reproductive and the musculoskeletal

system.

Yoga can be practiced by anyone, including the elderly and those that have or suffers from

certain injuries. The use of specific yoga equipments can help people who are not perfectly

capable of doing yoga. The use of yoga Equipment can help you achieve the maximum physical

and mental results of your practice.

One of the best examples of yoga equipments is the Yoga bolsters.

Yoga bolsters are being used in various styles of yoga like the Bikram, Ananda and Kripalu

yoga. These are yoga form that needs much of your yoga bolsters for they instill more use of

extensive yoga poses.

Yoga bolsters provide support for the back, abdomen and legs. Yoga bolsters also aids in the

proper alignment of the body and the stack of spinal vertebrae.

It is also and effective way to cushion and relieve tension in your lower body and upper body,

the neck and the abdomen when doing your poses.

It aids yoga master in doing supine and passive yoga positions. Putting your yoga bolsters on

top of your mat provides added cushioning and support to your lower body and makes your

yoga session more comfortable.
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Yoga bolsters are light and can be easily carried and stored at the corner of your room. It can

easily fit in to your drawer or a closet without taking much space.

Yoga bolsters also comes in a variety of size, shapes, colors and materials which is designed to

fit your need and preference.

Different sellers offer cylindrical, rectangular, Zafu, and a lot of other types of Yoga Bolsters.

Sometime people buying yoga bolsters are quite confused on whether to buy cylindrical or

rectangular yoga bolsters.

So here are some brief discussions on the difference between this two. But if you are into yoga

class and like the yoga bolsters that you are using then you can buy the type you use.

Cylindrical bolsters are a larger and much more firm that the rectangular yoga bolsters.

Cylindrical yoga bolsters are heavier than the rectangular ones, owing the fact that they have

different respective filling materials with different weights.

You can do most things equally well with either kind of Bolster, but the different shapes do have

marginal advantages for certain poses.

Yoga Bolsters are used for comfort in different positions, and come in a variety of shapes and

sizes to provide that extra level of comfort and support. Placed under knees, ankles, or neck,

these Bolsters help to relieve muscle strain during difficult poses.

The round bolsters and Rectangle Bolster props, supports and encourages your body to stretch,

relax and open the areas that need it most.

What ever kind of bolsters that you need, I am sure that you will be able to find one that will suit

your needs.
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If ever nothing would fit you in yoga store, make one of your own or find somebody

who can make them, giving you a much more flexibility and customization in getting

the yoga bolsters that you like.
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Yoga DVD as your yoga guide

Yoga has grown popular these days. Millions of people are into it. And millions are blessed and

satisfied by the benefits and advantages it gives. Some still go to various Yoga centers to attend

class. But some are more into the physical or mental fitness rather than enlightenment or for

high-consciousness.

When one practices Yoga, he or she has an advantage over the average individual because of

her improved control and flexibility. Moreover, one does not easily get stresses or anxious when

into Yoga.

However, most of the people prefer Yoga with asanas or posture while a little fraction prefer or

engage in meditation. Most of those who are into Yoga say that they have really improved in

different aspects, from the physical level down to the spiritual level.

While some say that they have attained a highly-conscious well-being. Getting in better shape is

also one of the advantages of practicing Yoga. Some hire a tutor while some enter a local Yoga

center. While some buy dvd’s and videos that are instructional and easy to follow.

It has touched and helped the lives of people and give hope to others which suffer from physical

problems. Aside from that, Yoga is for everybody, may she or he be an engineer or professor or

executive.

And despite the faiths, Yoga can still be a solution. Yoga relieves one’s stress and sometimes

hinders the formation of a disorder.

Moreover, you will become physically fit in body, mind, and spirit if you decide to be a Yogi.

Nevertheless, one can enjoy the benefits of it once you engage in it. Some of these benefits are

enormous. First and foremost, it makes you feel good about yourself. You become stress-free

and you are not anxious of the things that happen in your daily life.
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You suddenly realize that you have indeed changed once you start doing Yoga. So whether you

want to shape up or simply have a reflection, Yoga is the perfect solution to your needs.

It controls and manages depression, blood circulation, stress, back pain, fatigue and other

conditions. Aside from that, it lowers fat and helps you develop an improved system or body

health and well-being. There are many different forms and kinds of Yoga. One can choose

which kind he or she wants to venture.

In addition, Yoga is very dynamic and it helps you create a sense of well-being and improves

your concentration as well as your creativity.

With Yoga, you can chill out and burn fat at the same time. One does not need a personal tutor

on Yoga to help you get started. There are instructional DVD’s and videos available in the

market.

However, there are also books that have easy-to-follow instructions to aid you in your learning.

The internet is also a storeroom for the much information you might need to get it working.

Some DVD’s are for beginners which focus on the basic poses and positions. Some are purely

for meditation only.

Nevertheless, some are Yoga workout for seniors who want to know more of the various asanas

and poses. There are also available DVD’s which contain rhythms and Yoga music to aid in

your session. While some DVD’s focus on the preparation for meditation.

In addition, there are DVD’s which tackle relaxation and breathing methods for meditation and

Yoga.
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Your Basic Yoga Equipment

One good thing about yoga is that it can be practiced almost anywhere, without all those yoga

equipments, and by all people of all ages.

When doing yoga it is best to wear loose and comfortable clothing. Yoga is traditionally done

and practiced barefoot, but if this does not suit you, you can just wear socks or soft-shoes.

It is also best to practice yoga on an empty stomach. Empty your stomach, clean your nostril

and throat, and consume a glass of warm water 15 minutes before you start.

You may drill on energy bars, fruits or drink a glass of water an hour before class to avoid

getting hungry or dehydrated during yoga sessions.

It is said earlier that you basically don’t need anything in order to practice yoga. All you need is

the desire and the attitude to really be into yoga and expand your self awareness.

But this does not completely eliminate the need for different yoga equipment. This yoga

equipment helps you do your postures properly.

It helps you achieve the proper alignment, balance and makes the pose a little bit easier to do.

The use of Yoga equipments also lessen out the stress and strain from doing your yoga

positions.

Yoga equipments help you support your muscles and refrains you from any muscle injuries.

Yoga equipment also helps to save energy by exerting less effort on a pose.

After a thousand of years in existence, Yoga has already been part of everybody’s lifestyle from

any part of the world. From India, yoga has evolved through the years and reaches the United

States and other countries extending a different yet proven effective form of achieving self

balance that results to utmost health be it physical, mental or spiritual.
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Now millions of people around the world practice Yoga to cope with stress, feel renewed and

energized, release tension, achieve a healthier and fitter body and gain a deep sense of self-

knowledge.

Doing yoga is not just about postures, there is also one vital part of yoga that we can never live

without, and these are yoga equipments.

When starting out yoga you should know the basic yoga equipments that you will need.

YOGA MATS: these yoga equipment provides cushioning on a hard floor, this specially needed

if your yoga studio floor is made up of cement or hard wood floor.

This yoga equipment is also provide traction for your hand and feet thus prevents you from

slipping or sliding on a wrong position when your doing your yoga postures

YOGA BOLSTERS: This yoga equipment provides support for your spine, abdomen and legs in

a number of different poses.

Yoga bolsters helps you achieve the utmost result of your practice.

YOGA BLANKETS: this yoga equipment helps you feel relaxed and comfortable which

is essential in the practice of yoga.

Yoga Mats also provides added warmth and softness to your yoga mat, making you feel more

relaxed and comfortable.

YOGA STRAPS: this yoga equipment is either made out of cotton or nylon. This allows you to

grasp your body part which you cannot.

Yoga straps give you added flexibility and holds your pose a little bit much longer.
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Yoga equipment may not be a requirement for doing yoga but through times they have been

proven to be helpful in their own simple ways.

They have been useful to yoga practitioners especially to those who are suffering from ailments

and the elderly.

Most yoga equipments are made to provide support to help you feel relaxed and feel deeper

into the pose or do the pose better.
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Staying Fit with Yoga Exercises

Yoga exercises are the best way to free your mind and concentrate deeply. After you have

experienced a stressful situation, your mind, body and spirit is stressed and fatigued.

The cause of these things might have been from the interaction with other people or something

that have caused a frustration, anger, depression and disappointment. The feelings formed out

of these circumstances should be released so that you will live a happier life with no worries.

One effective way and method to express your outpoured feelings and emotions is by doing

yoga exercises.

When you feel like shouting out loud or cracking the television, you can instead release your

tension through yoga exercises that are effective and helpful.

This type of strategy has worked in many ways for different people. Those who don’t find

enough time for themselves can do yoga exercises in order to relieve themselves.

Sometimes, work has caught us up so tightly that we don’t find time to relax and express

ourselves. Yoga exercises are the best remedy to this problem.

Yoga exercises can be applied and learned in school. There are some sessions that offer yoga

practices. The yoga exercises you will learn in school can be performed at home.

In fact, you can learn some yoga exercises at home all by yourself. You will just have to need a

television and a video tape. The video tape shows the steps and procedures for each yoga

exercise.

The Hatha Yoga exercises are very appropriate for you. During a tired and heavy day, you can

set a little time and devotion in doing yoga exercises. Remember that in doing yoga, you need

to be consistent in practicing the yoga exercises so that it will soon take effect and you will

notice little by little your body’s improvement.
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After doing the yoga exercises like the Hatha Yoga posture session, you need to relax in order

for the effect of the postures take place. In this manner, the body will accumulate the effects.

Before doing the yoga exercises, you should first lay in a relaxed posture so you can focus well

and not be distracted by outside forces. You will not feel pain or discomfort too.

Yoga exercises can be done at any time of the day as long as you are free. Although it chooses

no time, still, the best time to practice it is in the morning. Before eating your breakfast, the mind

is on its state of calmness and free from distractions. This is the perfect time to do the yoga

exercises.

Before doing the yoga exercises, make sure that your heart is ready. It should not feel any pain

or ego. It is important to keep a good heart so that your mind can work well.

The perfect place to do your yoga exercises is a quiet place. It should be well ventilated and

free from all unpleasant things and smell. You should be free from all possible distractions.

Keeping a good stomach is also important so that you will feel good and your digestive system

responses accurately. What you should do first is to empty your bowels and clear your noses

from mucus. You should stay clean and fit.

Now that you have clearly understood the important reminders, you can start your yoga

exercises and work your way out.
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Yoga, learn the basics

For you to learn what yoga are you should know first what the real meaning of yoga is. So what

is Yoga?

Yoga is present for more that 3,000 years and originated from the land of India. The word yoga

comes from the Sanskrit word “yuj” which means to bind, join attach and yoke. This also means

"union, to direct and concentrate one's attention on, to use and apply."

In other words, yoga is about concentrating on your mind and body to bind you to God.

It's about disciplining yourself to balance your mind, soul, and emotions, so that you can

connect with your individual spirit or your "jivatma", which is in turn part of the Supreme

Universal Spirit or the "Paramatma," a.k.a. God.

It's about focusing your energy into constructive channels. And the name of an individual who

follows the teachings of yoga is known as a "yogi."

In this article Yoga, learn the basics you will be exposed to the basic forms of yoga. There are

actually lots of different types of yoga; it is not strictly a term for the stretchy exercise we will be

discussing. The term "yoga" can refer to any of these things:

Karma yoga -- focuses on giving of oneself without expecting any reward

Jnana yoga -- a philosophical approach to unveiling the illusions of the world

Bhakti yoga -- channeling emotional energy into one's spiritual practice

Rhaja yoga -- focuses on concentration and mind control
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As there are many styles of dance, so are there many forms of yoga that you should learn. In

fact, a new one might be developing right now, as a teacher puts his or her own stamp on a

specific technique.

Current popular yoga styles include, but are not limited to:

Gentle yoga, which is sometimes also called by the generic name "hatha yoga" -- this usage of

"hatha" is debatable; some folks believe the term should only be used to refer to the general

idea for all physical yogas, while others use it colloquially to refer to the gentler style.

In Gentle yoga, the focus is on long stretches and flexibility, with slow, deep breathing (yogic

breathing is known as "Pranayama"). This can be very soothing for the mind -- it is the kind of

mellow style most people picture when they think of yoga.

Kundalini yoga, which works on the premise that the body has eight "chakras," and through use

of "breath of fire" (rapid breathing), one can heat up the body from the bottom up, eventually

"raising kundalini" to achieve a feeling of high enlightenment.

Power yoga, which is also known by the Sanskrit term Vinyasa yoga (a "vinyasa" is a series of

rapid movements which warm up the body all over). This is a very active form of yoga, in which

a person is moves quickly through the poses (called "Asanas"), not holding them as long as in

other styles.

It is virtually guaranteed that you will sweat a lot in this; it is not for the faint of heart and gives a

real challenge to the muscles

To learn yoga you must put your full attitude and spirit into it. This not a gym exercises where

you can just stride through when you are already feeling fat.

Yoga is much more into the spiritual well being that being into the physical fitness.
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Strike it up with your Yoga Poses

There are a lot of yoga poses and you might wonder if some are still exercised and applied. The

answer is yes. Yoga poses function and perform differently. Each pose is designed to develop

one’s flexibility and strength.

Here are some of the yoga poses that are commonly used:

Standing Poses

Standing is one of the important yoga poses. This type of pose is helpful in aligning your body

and your feet. This is also very useful in improving and maintaining a good posture. It is an

advantage because if you have a bad posture, your backbones can be stretched and

straightened without noticing it. Standing poses helps in giving strength to your legs and at the

same time increase elasticity in your legs and hips because they are all connected to each

other.

Seated poses

These types of yoga poses increase your lower back and hip’s flexibility. This also strengthens

your back. This adds suppleness to your knees, groin, ankle and most especially your spine.

Another advantage is that it helps you to breathe in deep which gives you that calm and

peaceful feeling.

Forward Bends

This type helps you in stretching the hamstrings and your lower back also strengthening it. This

lessens the tension found in your neck, shoulder, back and increase flexibility in your spine.

Calmness is also achieved in this type of pose.

Back bends are amazingly helpful in opening your chest, hips and even the rib cage. This is

helpful in strengthening and making your arms shoulders stronger. At the same time, it

simultaneously increases your flexibility and elasticity in your shoulders. The great thing is that it

helps to relieve the tension from the front of your body up to your hips and it increases your
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spinal ability. Your spinal cord is one thing that is important in your body so you need to take

good care of it.

Back Bends

Notice that the forward bends are challenging because the exercise gives you a nice feeling and

it can cause to fix some injuries. In this type of position, you can use a prop like the strap or the

black because it will be very helpful.

Balance

Balance poses are very challenging. People who do yoga get too excited in performing

balances. This is good because the fun that the person acquires helps him to live up his spirit

and enlighten his soul. Balance is helpful in improving your posture. In improving your posture,

the spinal cord is elongated which helps to keep yourself from some injuries and falling over.

Balance helps in training your ability to focus on your main goal and attention. However,

attention should be obtained in the ultimate level because if your concentration is weak, for sure

you cannot perform this type of pose.

Balance is one of the yoga poses that people truly appreciate and exert effort for. Along with the

balance poses comes the twist which extremely releases tension all over your body. The

tension in your spine is made clear. Twisting may seem to be hard to obtain. It is important to

execute twists on both sides of the body so that the balance and alignment is obtained.

Taking note of these yoga poses will help you get along with yoga perfectly. Keep in mind that

concentration is your main key if you want to be successful in doing these yoga poses.
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A Review on Yoga Poses Galleries on the internet

With numerous resources that you can find from the internet, it may be a difficult task for you to

find a good yoga postures that will fit in your needs.

And people being more adapt to visual learning, it is much better for us to see the actual pose

than to read out the complicated instructions on how to do this properly.

So we have searched through the World Wide Web and compiled all the best yoga poses

galleries that can surely help you in your yoga needs.

YOGAGALLERY.NET

http://www.yogagallery.net

This website has good resource of yoga poses galleries. They provide yoga classes and

workshops designed to increase employee productivity.

They are much more into mental and physical well being and the interests for optimal workforce

performance.

They believe that yoga is a scientific discipline of removing or eradicating stress and tension

and its source.

They’re yoga poses galleries exudes the belief that all tension both physical and mental, is

stored somewhere in the body and true stress reduction is a matter of discovering how to

release that tension on both levels.

They’re Yoga programs directly addresses tension in both the body and the mind. Our classes

remove stress from both sources since tension in one area has a direct

effect on the other.

http://www.yogagallery.net/
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SHIVJAG.CO.NZ

http://www.shivjag.co.nz

This website introduces you to the practice of Yoga, and to the Sunrise Yoga or much more

known as the HATHA YOGA all of their classes are provided in Christchurch, New Zealand.

They also supply a range of Yoga products. They also have a lot of photos available on their

yoga poses galleries which can really help you in your yoga posture needs.

This site’s yoga page provides information about sunrise yoga and Neti Pot for nasal cleansing.

The site provides general information about Yoga including coming events, and they also have

a page offering books related to Yoga.

YOGAATWORK.CO.UK

http://www.yogaatwork.co.uk

This yoga site was founded by Phil Aston, a specialist in yoga which specializes in stress

management and development.

They offer a good size of yoga poses galleries complete with instructions on how to do them

correctly.

They offer a full holistic approach to mind and body health. Their proven record in helping

people overcome stress and enjoy their lives is paramount in this approach.

Their yoga school is located 25 meters from the sea with views over Mount Bay and Saint

Michaels Mount in United Kingdom.

Their Yoga poses galleries include pictures and instruction of some basic and expert’s yoga

poses. They have in their Yoga poses galleries the following poses; The Triangle pose, the

wheel pose, the side plank pose, lunging salute, the tree, cobra, the crane pose, the downward

facing dog and other yoga poses.

http://www.shivjag.co.nz/
http://www.yogaatwork.co.uk/
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For additional details just visit their site and see for yourself the other available yoga

poses.

NOWANDZENYOGA.COM

http://www.nowandzenyoga.com

This site also offers an extensive list of photos on their yoga poses galleries. Their studio is

located on the 4th floor of D tower in Cabotville, Chicoppe Center.

It has 1,200 square feet of space that is big enough for you to roll around. They have polished

hardwood floors, large traditional south facing windows and big bathrooms.

They also have ample space for parking and the studio is accessible by stairs or elevator.

This are just a few list of yoga poses galleries available online, there are so many other sites

that may offer a better list of yoga poses galleries compared to this site.

So don’t limit yourself to this list. If you haven’t found what you need on the listed sites above,

just go around the net and search them on your own.

http://www.nowandzenyoga.com/
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Tips and Steps to Beat up a Good Yoga Posture

Keeping up a good yoga posture is all it takes for you to be able to keep up with a good yoga

practice.

Yoga's not only fine for achieving balance, developing calm, and making you elastic enough to

make your body move to its utmost. A yoga posture can also build the inner strength.

Fighting the Cobra

This relieves slight pain in your back and tones abs

First step: Stretch out on your stomach with legs and feet joined in together. Plant palms on the

floor below shoulders with fingers facing onward.

Second step: Next is to lift the upper body by gradually lifting the head and chest, just make

sure that you keep your shoulders down. (Pelvis and thighs shouldn't leave the yoga mat.)

The last step: Hold your pose for about twenty to thirty seconds as you breathe in even breaths

all the way through your nose. Go back to your preliminary location and do it all over again.

Strengthens your abs

First: In the first yoga posture, you should situate yourself in a standing position with legs hip

width separately, holding arms directly ahead with palms facing down.

Second: Twist your knees and squat if you want as if you're about to sit in a chair in your

classroom. Make sure to center weight in your heels, lock it and don't bring hips lower than the

level of your knees.

Third: Allow yourself to reach forward, and center your eyes in a straight line ahead while

breathing in and breathing out all the way through the nose. Hold this yoga posture for about 20

seconds. Gradually go back to standing position, and then you can release your arms.
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The Wind-Relieving Posture

This yoga posture stretches your spine and helps in the digestion of your stomach. It’s a good

thing to have a good running stomach so that you will always feel fresh.

First: Recline on your rear or back. As you breathe in, drag your right knee near to your chest.

Keep your left leg in a straight line and on the ground.

Second: push your shoulders and the rear side of your neck into the ground at the same time

as firmly holding your knee. You can breathe for ten seconds only. This might be quick but

seems longer when you execute it.

Third: Change the sides, while holding the left knee to your chest for about ten seconds.

Complete this set by hugging both of your knees to your chest and holding it for another ten

seconds. Do the set again.

The Upward Boat Posture

This strengthens your abs, improves your balancing ability, and also helps in digestion.

First: Sit down on the floor. Bend your knees and place feet flat on the floor.

Second: breathe in, bend back and raise heels off the ground, straightening your legs as

possible as you can. Expand your arms with palms facing downward. If you find it difficult to

perform, you can rest your hands beneath your knees for support. This may be a difficult yoga

posture to perform but after a few practices, you will never have that difficulty again.

Third: while you hold the pose for thirty seconds, you should keep your back in a straight line,

and make sure your abs are doing the work.

Practice this yoga posture all over again when you have time and you will find it easy to execute

after you have continuously repeated it. A yoga posture can save your health, your digestion

and your backbone so better keep it up.
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Yoga products at work

Yoga has long been practiced by some people. Most of them say that they exercise it because

of the so many benefits that can be attained from it. Moreover, it enhances their body, mind,

spirit and as well as emotions in a peaceful and effective way.

Some Yoga experts say that it is a form of exercise to know one’s abilities and reach a state of

higher consciousness.

People of different ages, religions and walks of life engage in Yoga because it enriches their

lives in some manner. The physical exercises are effective ways of improving one’s physical

health. Some even muse that it helps reduce or lessens the pain of some maladies. Some

doctors even recommend it for its extraordinary ability to revive or rekindle one’s body.

There are various forms of Yoga. Bhakti Yoga, Karma Yoga, Mantra Yoga are just some. With

these, Yogis find out that it frees the body from stress, and creates a peaceful nature.

There are several books available in the market if you are interested in learning Yoga. And

millions of people and counting are engaged into it. This is not surprising because it offers a lot

of benefits. It helps stimulate the organs, nerves, internal system which leads to improved well-

being and health.

Moreover, it serves as a cleansing agent that removes unwanted toxins in the body by

practicing the different positions. Some other benefits of it include the loss of weight, increased

energy and strength and amplified balance.

In addition, it helps burn unwanted fats and increases one’s health aspects. Furthermore, the

body’s blood circulation is improved and optimized. With all these benefits, one will surely want

to try this. Besides, it is a natural and can be done as often as possible. With no limits., When

practicing Yoga, one must wear the proper clothes to be able to move freely without stress.
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Aside from that, there are many supplies and products that are accompanied in Yoga. Some of

these are yoga mats, music, as well as videos to guide one’s learning.

Yoga mats are designed to protect the user from hard floors. Moreover, it provides comfort and

it should be rigid enough to support the user. Some mats are long enough to provide a stable

platform and support.

Yoga blocks are lightweight foams which give safety and support to help you achieve the

postures you are to perform. It can also be used under the feet, hands or seat to safely attain

proper alignment.

For beginners, there are instructional DVD’s and videos to guide you in the proper execution of

Yoga. Some DVD’s are for newbies while some are for people who want to learn the different

forms of Yoga. Some are primarily for weight loss while some are for stamina, strength and

flexibility workouts.

However, there are schools which train or teach the fundamentals of Yoga. The good thing is

that one can practice it as frequent as he may want to. It is also suitable for all ages and for

varying abilities. Every session gives a rewarding effect and one may not know how not to live

without it.

Furthermore, the more you are into it, the better it gets to suit and commit to your needs. After a

time, you would notice satisfying results in your body, mind and spiritual consciousness. Now

wonder it is recommended by some experts.
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Basic Yoga Props

These props help you achieve the proper alignment, balance and make the pose a bit easier.

The use of props also minimizes the strain and supports your muscles, thus allowing you to

save your energy by exerting less effort on a pose.

Yoga props help people with Medical Ailments and the Elderly to cross their limitations. The

props provide support, enabling them to do the poses that their ailments or old age prevent

them from doing.

As you might imagine, not much gear is needed for yoga. It is generally practiced in bare feet or

socks. You might want to consider a comfortable pair of shoes. Clothing should be loose

enough to allow for bending and stretching

Yoga also has its own small set of apparatus. Called "yoga props," they help make the yoga

poses more comfortable, create resistance or give the body something to lean on or bend over.

But to start with yoga you can just have these basic equipments:

Clothing: Comfortable, breathable clothes are recommended for yoga. You probably want to

wear a shirt that is a little bit form-fitting, since in many yoga poses your head comes below your

hips and your shirt can slide down.

Any exercise pants or shorts will do, although it’s best not to have super slick lycra-type pants

since in some poses this may cause you to slip.

Shoes: Yoga is most often done barefoot, which is great news for those of us tired of carrying a

bulky pair of athletic shoes around for after work trips to the gym.

Yoga studios will often request that you leave your shoes near the entrance.
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Mats: In gyms and yoga studios, its commonplace to use a yoga mat, also called a sticky mat.

The mat helps define your personal space.

But more importantly, it creates traction for your hands and feet so you don’t slip, especially as

you get a little sweaty.

The mat also provides a bit of cushioning on a hard floor. If you are just getting started with

yoga, you may not want to buy a mat right away. Most studios have mats for rent, usually for a

dollar or two per class.

The disadvantage to these mats is that lots of people use them, and they can get smelly

between washings. Yoga mats can be purchased for as little as $20, and many studios will allow

you to store your mat with them if you become a regular.

Blankets: Yoga studios often have stacks of blankets available for students to use during class.

Grab yourself one or two blankets at the beginning of class.

The folded blankets are props to sit and lie on during class. For instance, when sitting in a

cross-legged position, it’s nice to put a blanket under your sit bones to elevate the hips above

the knees.

They come in handy for all sorts of things during class, and if it’s chilly you can use them to

cover yourself during final relaxation at the end of class.

Blocks: Like blankets, blocks are props to make yourself more comfortable and improve your

alignment. Blocks are great for standing poses in which your hand doesn’t reach the floor.

Straps: Straps are particularly useful for bound poses if your hands do not reach each other,

and for poses where you need to hold onto your feet but cannot reach them.
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Planning for a yoga retreat…

Excited to join a yoga retreat? Perhaps you need to plan everything first, so that your retreat will

be a successful one.

Here are some FAQs that will guide you in planning your yoga retreat.

1. Why join a yoga retreat?

One of the best things about retreats is that you give yourself an ultimate treat. A yoga retreat is

intended for all of us who want to have a stressful vacation while doing the activity you love,

yoga.

It is a learning experience wherein you can relax, unwind and renew your sense of health. Also,

it is an opportunity to connect and share with other people with similar experiences and explore

the exciting nature adventures.

A perfect yoga retreat allows us to go more deeply into

our yoga practice in its different aspects: postures,

breathing, and meditation.

2. Who goes on a yoga retreat?

Yoga retreats are usually designed to progressively introduce the practice of yoga giving

anyone the opportunity to learn on their own pace and ability. It is offered not only for yoga

professionals but also to yoga students of any level.

Family members, couples, singles with slightly more women within the age range of 24-65 years

also join a retreat. Even other people who are looking for a transformative and memorable

vacation experience enroll to a yoga retreat.
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3. Where to spend the retreat?

Yoga retreats are offered all over the world. So, you need to decide on a particular place. You

can choose a place you’re interested in exploring. Any relaxing place that is ideal for yoga. The

venue can be close to the nature, in the countryside or near the sea.

4. Do I need to get a yoga instructor?

It is a must that you get one especially for beginners. The retreats provide the opportunity for

the instructor to get a better sense of your strengths and weaknesses. In this way, he will have

the idea on how to guide you.

It would also be beneficial if you have attended a yoga class with the instructor before the

retreat. This is for you to have a better confidence that their teaching style and approach will

meet your needs.

5. Do I need to know someone else on the retreat to get the most from it?

Absolutely not, it’s normal that some of you don’t know the other. One of the good things about

the retreat is that you’ll have the chance to work with other people. These people would be your

best source of information, and be your friends. Also, through the yoga retreat you’ll be able to

learn new techniques, and above all, have fun.

6. What to wear during the retreat?

Casual, comfortable clothing would be best. But if you are traveling somewhere unfamiliar, you

can check with the retreat organizer the local weather of the place. This is to ensure you on the

appropriate clothes to wear. However, in some cases clothing requirements are likely defined

especially if there will be religious services.
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7. What to bring on your yoga retreat?

Yoga retreats vary, some are like camping, in hotels, and others are closer to the resorts.

Therefore, please ask your retreat organizer on the things you should bring. You might be

advised to bring some special items like flashlights, bathing suit, yoga mats, etc. Be sure to

inquire about necessary passports and visas if traveling overseas.

So, ready now for the breathtaking experience? Just keep in mind your purpose that is to relax,

learn and have fun!
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Grab the best Yoga Wear

Choosing the right yoga wear is not hard at all. All you need to do is to be true to yourself and

be picky.

The most important consideration in choosing the perfect yoga wear is the comfort that it gives

you. Do not wear clothes that are loose because it will leave you distracted. Some people may

be comfortable in wearing loose clothes in going out to the park or the malls. Later on when they

do yoga, they realized that the wearing loose clothes are not so fitting at all.

Yoga wear that is too tight may not me too comfortable also because it may not give you

enough space to breathe.

Yoga wear includes tee shirts, pants, sweaters and even bags. These are some things you can’t

live without when doing yoga. It is important that you have this kind of yoga wear in order to be

able to perform the practice without the worries and hassles.

Students who are teenagers are very particular with yoga wear. It is something they consider as

an accessory in yoga. For them, without nice clothes, they just couldn’t practice well.

That is common to all yoga practitioners. Of course you need to have a good yoga wear and

outlook so that you will have that confidence when you make poses and exercises. It should be

at the best level so that you get to perform well and not feel conscious or embarrassed when

you are in the class.

Yoga wear can be costly but if you are wise and know how to choose properly, you will get the

kind of yoga wear that you have without hurting your wallet.

Check out the stores that sell all yoga wear and accessories only. Buying in exclusive yoga

wear can be advantageous so that you will not have a hard time looking around. Another

advantage is that you can compare the differences of the yoga wear. You can tell whether it has

a high quality at a fair price of if it is marked high but with proven endurance.
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Yoga wear should not be costly and should not eat up your budget because yoga is not meant

to be an expensive exercise. It only needs to be given a slight expense and should be fair.

If you will be wiser, you can check out the stores all over the place and compare the prices.

After you find the best store that sold yoga wear, check it out once in a while and see whether

they have new freebies and discounts available.

If shopping for you is so hard and tiring, that is not a problem anymore. You can now check your

favorite yoga wear online. For sure you will have a lot of choices if you check the products

online. You can browse through hundreds and thousands of sites that sell yoga wear. If you are

acquiring lessons online, there will never be a problem because you know which sites sell the

best yoga wear.

Now for the last tip in buying yoga wear, choose the ones that you think will soothe your body

and give you the deep concentration you had been aiming for. Now take this, it may not be

essential but yoga wear has a lot to do with your concentration.
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As far back as the days of Marco Polo travelers in the East returned home with tales of men

they had met totally unlike ordinary mortals. These were sages and philosophers, described as

being singularly serene, detached, apparently unaffected by the ordinary stresses and strains of

living, indifferent to pain and frequently possessed of certain extraordinary sensory powers.

Their concentration, their physical control, their insight were amazing. Their hands could heal,

their spirit travel to distant places. And while they lived to be unbelievably old, they seldom

looked their age. Invariably they were held in the highest esteem.

The sages whom the travelers described were Hindu Yogis--a Yogi being a follower of Yoga,--

the ancient school of philosophy whose founder, Pantanjali, lived in the third century b.c. Often

these men were also Gurus, or teachers, each of whom had dedicated a lifetime to the kind of

study and practice which made him an outstanding figure in his chosen way of life. The claims

made for them, fantastic as these may sound, need not necessarily have been exaggerated. In

fact the _ modern _traveler in India will still come upon their counterparts, for such men do exist,

as even the most skeptical of scientists will not deny. Nor are they magicians, even though to

the uninitiated they may _seem _to have attained truly supernatural powers.

In a later Articles we shall briefly come back to them-- discuss, analyze and attempt to explain

some of their more striking achievements--but only in order to give the student a general idea of

what the profound study of Yoga does make possible by way of ultimate goals. Right now let us

make it very clear, however, that no one advocates setting up such goals for the Occidental

student. This is not the purpose of our book. Indeed nobody could hope to achieve or even

approximate them without devoting a lifetime to their single-minded pursuit. Certainly it could

never be done without a Guru for a guide.

For the average Westerner there exists an altogether different approach—a serviceable

adaptation, as distillation of Eastern methods, which for purposes of clarity I have chosen to call

Yogism. Stripped to bedrock, here is a technique in the form of mental and physical disciplines

that may readily be incorporated into our day-by-day existence. One needn't make a career of it.

Thus Yogism may and does serve as an easy, pleasant road to self-discovery and well-being

and will help anyone willing to approach it with an open mind. Yet there is no need to devote

more time to it each day than it takes to smoke a cigarette, drink a second cup of coffee and

listen to newscasts after breakfast, lunch and dinner.
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Pranayama: The Breath of Life

The air we breathe is the only element our body cannot do without for even the shortest time.

We can, if necessary, survive without food for as long as a month, without water for many days.

But deprive the body of oxygen and we die within minutes. Cut off the supply of oxygen to the

brain, and vital tissues are permanently destroyed.

Thousands of years ago the Hindus had come to understand the importance of breath so

thoroughly that we find the following legend told in one of their oldest scriptures, the

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad:

"The senses, quarrelling amongst themselves one day as to who was the best, went to Brahma

and said, 'Who is the richest of us--tell us!' And Brahma replied, 'He by whose departure the

body seems worst, he is the richest.' And they determined to find out.

"First the eye departed, and having been absent a year it came back, asking, 'How have you

been able to live without me?' They replied, 'Like blind people, not seeing with the eye, but

breathing with the breath, speaking with the tongue, hearing with the ear, knowing with the

mind, generating with the seed. Thus have we lived.' And the eye returned to its place.

"Next the ear departed, and at the end of a year it came back, asking the same question. And

they replied, 'Like deaf people have we lived, not hearing with the ear, but breathing with the

breath, speaking with the tongue, seeing with the eye, knowing with the mind, generating with

the seed.' And the ear returned to its place.

"Next it was the turn of the mind, and after it had been gone a year, and returned, they said, 'We

have lived like fools without you, but we have lived.' And to the seed, after it had been gone a

year, they said, 'We have lived like impotent people, but we have lived.' And the mind and the

seed each returned to his place.

"And now it was the turn of the breath. And on the point of departing it tore up the other senses,

as a great excellent horse of the Sindhu country might tear up the pegs to which he is tethered.
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Then all the other senses called out to him, 'Sir, do not leave us! We shall not be able to live

without thee'!"

Is it not surprising that this ancient parable coincides with scientific truth? The first step toward

re-orienting and improving the functioning of your mind and body is learning to utilize--really

utilize--the air you breathe. The Yogis were the first to discover the importance of this and so

actually devised an exact science of breathing. They called it prana-yarna, from the Sanskrit

word prana, meaning breath, and yarna, its cessation. They also explored pranayama from

every point of view--the practical and physiological and also the mystical--f or to them breathing

was much more than just one of the necessary body processes.
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An All-Around Yoga Exercise: 12-Step Salute to the Sun

One of the all-around yoga exercises is the 12-step salute to the sun. Do it once or twice when

you get up in the morning to help relieve stiffness and invigorate the body. Multiple repetitions at

night will help you to relax; insomniacs often find that six to 12 rounds help them fall asleep.

1. Stand with your feet slightly apart, palms together, thumbs against your chest.

2. Inhale deeply while slowly raising your hands over your head, and bend back as far as

possible, while tightening your buttocks. Hold for three seconds.

3. Slowly exhale and bend forward, keeping your knees straight, until your fingers touch the

floor outside your feet. (If you can't touch the floor, go as close as you can.) Bring your head in

toward your knees.

4. Slowly inhale, bend your knees, and if your fingertips aren't outside your feet on the floor,

place them there. Slide your right foot back as far as you can go, with the right knee an inch or

so off the floor, (a lunge position). Now look up as high as possible, arching your back.

5. Before exhaling again, slide your left foot back until it is beside the right one, and with your

weight supported on your palms and toes, straighten both legs so that your body forms a flat

plane. Make sure your stomach is pulled in.

6. Slowly exhale, bend both knees to the floor, bend with your hips in the air, lower your chest

and forehead to the floor.

7. Now inhale slowly and look up, bending your head back, then raising it, followed by your

upper chest, then lower chest. Your lower body - from the navel down - should be on the floor,

and your elbows should be slightly bent. Hold for three to five seconds.

8. Exhale slowly and raise your hips until your feet and palms are flat on the floor and your arms

and legs are straight in an inverted V position.
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9. Inhale slowly and bring your right foot forward as in position 4. The foot should be flat on the

floor between your fingertips. The left leg should be almost straight behind you, with its knee

slightly off the floor. Raise your head, look up, and arch your back.

10. Slowly exhale and bring your left foot forward next to your right one. Straighten your legs

and stand, trying to keep your fingertips on the floor, and try to touch your head to your knees

as in position 3.

11. Slowly inhale, raise your arms up and stretch back as in position 2. Don't forget to tighten

your buttocks. Hold for three seconds.

12. Slowly exhale, lowering your arms to your sides. Relax. Repeat the series.
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Applications in Cancer Treatment

A cure for cancer exists through the use of yoga, a San Antonio, Texas, cancer specialist said

during a seminar in Oklahoma City in the 1980s.

But physicians refused to acknowledge the cure, said Col. Hansa Raval, M.D., a pathologist

with the United States Army. Dr. Raval said her work in cytotechnology _ a diagnostic branch of

medicine designed to pinpoint early stages of cancer _ was fruitless until she began researching

the use of non-conventional methods of treatment.

The specialist said she witnessed the use of Raja yoga and meditation cure crippling arthritis,

headaches and even cancer.

And even though Raval offers proof, which she said was collected during two years of study at

the Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual University in India, she has been dismissed by other

members of the medical profession as a kook.

Yoga's success as a treatment method is due to another hypothesis Raval proposes that 98

percent of all cancer is psychosomatic.

This is not chanting or mantra reciting, the physician said. It's not based on scriptures. It's not a

cult. It's not biofeedback. It's deeper than that. This is a full-proof method of meditation, a

detailed understanding of what the soul is.

Raval maintains that medical schools belittle the study of non-conventional methods of cancer

treatment in favor of conventional methods such as radiation, chemotherapy, and treatment

through machines.'

Medical schools teach students that the human being is only a body. But the mind has the

power to cure the body. By definition, psychosomatic means a combination of mind, or soul and

body.

The soul creates the disease, but the body suffers. If the psyche creates the disease, the only

way to cure it is through the psyche. It's a very simple formula: treating the seed of the problem.
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Further, studies in parapsychology all point to the treatment of illness through treatment of the

soul.

The World Spiritual University, which has branches in 30 countries, teaches peace and

perfection for health and happiness through the use of Raja yoga. The university gained status

as a non-governmental member of the United Nations and has offices at the U.N. building in

New York.

Raja yoga teaches students to search their soul world for answers on where they came from

and why the cancer entered their body. They learn what role religion, stress, family and lifestyle

played in the cancer.
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Basic Sitting Postures with Benefits

JANU SIRSASANA: Correct foot placement

Sit up straight with legs evenly extended in front. Bend the right leg at the knee and place the

foot so that the heel is in the right groin and the front of the foot touches the left thigh. Turn the

foot so that the bottom of the foot is facing upward and press the knee back to form an obtuse

angle with the body. This position will be difficult at first; don't force it. Put a folded blanket under

the knee and also under the hips. Gradually the knee will move farther back. Just keep the foot

correctly positioned.

JANU SIRSASANA: Correct, perfect posture

Having positioned the foot and knee correctly, stretch the left leg out, keeping the leg firmly on

the mat. Settle the heel firmly and stretch the toes up. (The heel should pull gently away from

the ankle.) Now inhale and bend forward over the straight leg, catching the foot with both hands

if possible. Beginners should bend only as far as they can without rounding the back. When this

posture is done correctly and completely, the body will roll forward over the extended leg,

absolutely flat from the tail bone to the head. Stay there breathing normally for as long as you

can. Inhale, release the handhold, come up smoothly, straighten the bent leg and relax. Repeat

on other side.

JANU SIRSASANA: Wrong posture

The heel is not positioned against its own thigh. The knee has not been pushed back as far as

possible to form an obtuse angle. The back is humped and curved because the pelvis is

jammed and unable to lift properly. Instead of a smooth, complete stretching of the spine, the

lumbar is over-stretched and the rest of the spine constricted. The left leg is not flat on the floor.

TRIANG MUKHAIPADA PASCHIMOTTANASANA: Sitting, forward-bending pose over one

leg

This posture generally follows the previous one. Sit with your legs stretched in front. Bend the

right leg so that the right foot is near the right hip. The toes should point back. The right calf
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presses against the right thigh. The body will tilt in this position so put a small folded towel under

the left buttock to keep the hips level and the forward stretch even and extended. Hold the left

foot with both hands, inhale and bend forward, keeping both knees together as you stretch

forward over the straight leg. Many students will find it difficult in this position to even take hold

of the foot of the outstretched leg. Do not despair. Just hold the knee, shin or ankle, and sit,

breathing deeply, in whichever position represents your best extension. If the back is tight and

the spine inflexible, this will take time. Release the hold and straighten the bent leg. Repeat on

the other side.
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Basic Yoga Postures and their Variations

1. THE COBRA Do this in easy stages. Lie down, face prone, legs tightly together and stretched

back, forehead on the floor. Put your hands, palm down, just under your shoulders. Inhale and

raise your head, pressing your neck back, now use your hands to push your trunk up until you

are bending in a beautiful arc from your lower spine to the back of your neck. You need go no

further than this. However, if you are supple enough, you can now straighten your arms

completely, bend the legs at the knees and drop your head back to touch your feet. Even if your

head goes nowhere near your feet, drop it back as far as possible and hold the posture with

deep breathing. Come out of the posture very slowly, returning to the face prone posture. Relax

with your head to one side. Repeat.

2. THE BOW This is also an extreme version of the simple bow. It is surprising how many

children can do it immediately. Take it, once again, in easy stages. Lie face prone on your mat.

If you are very slim have a nice thick, padded mat for this one. Inhale and bend your knees up.

Stretch back with your arms and catch hold of your ankles, keeping fingers and thumbs all

together on the outside. Inhale and at the same time raise your head and chest, pulling at your

ankles and lifting knees and thighs off the floor. Breathe normally, trying to kick up your legs

higher and lifting your head up. You are now bent like a bow, balancing the weight of your body

on your abdomen. You can stop right here but if you can still stretch further, then slide your

hands down your legs, lift them higher, keep the knees together and pull back as much as you

can. Hold for a few normal deep breaths, then relax back to the face-prone position, head to one

side.

3. THE SHOOTING BOW In Sanskrit this is known as Akarna Dhanurasana and one leg is

drawn up like a shooting bow. Sit with both legs stretched out in front and back straight. Reach

forward with both hands and clasp your feet, catching the right foot with the left hand and the left

foot with the right hand. Inhale, bend the left knee and pull the foot across the body, close to

your chest, pointing the elbow up and twisting the body slightly to the right. The left hand stays

firm and tight, holding the right foot. Hold posture with normal breathing, release slowly, and

relax. Repeat on other side. In the beginning it is enough to hold the bent left leg with the right

hand. When this is easy, stretch down and hold the left foot with the right hand. Continue to pull

on the left foot, lifting it higher on each exhalation.
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Beginners’ Yoga Video Offers Good Instruction

Trying to find well-produced fitness videos that are truly suitable for beginners can be a daunting

challenge.

Most tapes these days aim at intermediate exercisers, the ones who know a grapevine from a

box step and a lateral raise from a biceps curl. These tapes may offer a few easier moves here

and there, but the instruction clearly is geared to people who already know what to do.

The few tapes that are marketed for beginners often are unspeakably repetitive, as if flabby

muscles always mean a flabby brain. And too often, they provide no way to add extra challenge

or difficulty to the routine, as if beginning exercisers are going to remain beginners forever.

It's nice, then, to discover Yoga Zone: Flexibility and Tone, a beginners' tape that offers the

depth of instruction and easy pace that true beginners need.

The instructor here is Alan Finger, a genial-looking middle-aged man who wears a polo shirt,

rolled-up cotton pants and a chin-length bob. His physique is not the standard chiseled form of

exercise videos; he looks as if he might carry a few extra pounds around the middle.

But he has a lovely voice (with a hint of a brogue) and a calm manner, two essentials for a yoga

tape, where relaxation is key.

And he has a true gift for instruction, combining the nuts-and-bolts details of positioning with

what it feels like to stretch and balance.

When he describes how the muscles of the feet ought to rotate through to the little toe, you'll

know -- and be able to feel -- just what he's talking about.

But each move contains so many of these instructions that it can be a little overwhelming to try

to master all of them at once.
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If you have tried yoga before, you'll recognize some of them -- the down-on-all-fours stretch

called the cat, the inverted V that forms the down dog, and the corpse, which requires little more

than lying flat on one's back, completely relaxed.

In another nod to beginners, Finger also provides true modifications and tips for those who may

not be as flexible as they'd like.

Finger shows how a folded blanket can be placed under the knees or for better support while

performing seated postures. A folded towel also is used for several poses, although Finger

doesn't announce that in advance.

The 50-minute session ends with stretching and relaxation, set to gentle New Age music that

might lull you to sleep.
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BIKRAM YOGA

There are many reasons why you should use Bikram Yoga. The advantages of Bikram Yoga

can totally change your life. It’s amazing how Yoga can trigger your life and change your

perspectives.

Bikram Yoga is widely known as the “hot yoga”. It was also called the Bikram Method Yoga.

This aims to build your mental and physical strength. Improving your flexibility and balance is

important and covered by Bikram Yoga.

Bikram yoga has roots in Hatha yoga which was designed to heal the mind and the body.

Bikram Choudhury was the founder of Bikram Yoga. He was a founder and a yoga practitioner.

He developed Bikram Yoga after he met an injury in a weightlifting accident. He was so

determined that he had discovered some healing benefits in practicing some exercises. A lot of

people have proven the benefits of Bikram Yoga so the practice was passed on and many

people continued to practice it.

Some people practice Bikram Yoga for healing purposes and physical therapy. This type of

Yoga was proven helpful in bringing holistic benefits to those who believed and practiced it.

In fact, there was a patient who suffered from a knee injury. He tried to practice Bikram Yoga

and just six weeks after continuous practice, his knees started to feel better. Some difficulties

and pains that he suffered from were all disappearing.

In order to be successful with the healing process of Bikram Yoga, you need devotion in

practicing it.

There are some people who do not believe in the benefits of Bikram Yoga. Bikram Choudhury

developed Bikram Yoga with the help of some scientists. The scientists from the University of

Tokyo University Hospital proved that Bikram Yoga has medical benefits. Some of its benefits

include the repairing of tissues and helps in curing chronic ailments.
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The findings and benefits were presented at the International Medical Conference in the year

1972. It was stated that Bikram Yoga has the ability to affect the body internally.

The poses and pressure replenishes the cells and the flushing toxins in our body. It also

oxygenates blood throughout our body keeping it clean and healthy.

While Bikram was on his research at Tokyo University, he discovered that the healing process

takes place when all the body systems are functioning well, conditioned and strengthened. If the

body is weak, applying the practice and healing method will be difficult to obtain.

Bikram has come up with twenty-six posture exercises which are to be practiced every day. In

doing so, treatment in the body can be easily obtained. Some poses are accumulated with the

combination of the western and eastern disciplines in Yoga which focuses on the stretching of

the muscles, tendons, organs, nerves, glands and ligaments.

The different postures have connections and each of it precedes a posture that is helpful in

treating the body effectively.

Anyone who wants to do yoga can use Bikram Yoga. It chooses no age at all. This type of yoga

works with a tourniquet effect which includes balancing, stretching and creating pressure which

is all done at a same time to keep a good blood flow to all the parts of the body.

Thanks to Bikram Choudhury, we can now have solutions to some of our medical problems.

Always remember that dedication and devotion to Bikram Yoga is the main ingredient to staying

healthy.
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The Principle behind Christian Yoga

Christian yoga is a spiritual practice of Christians most common in Eastern and Western

Countries. It is a discipline that one practices to be much closer to God. Taking the path of

Christian yoga can lead to healing of the mind and body. But perhaps even more important than

that, it can lead to the discovery of what at the moment is only a potential within you.

Many of classes in the U.S teach the practice of yoga, the physical discipline that focuses on

postures or asana, and employ no religious teaching at all. Other yoga teachers have training in

yoga schools.

Practitioners say that Christian yoga fills a need for believers who want the health benefits of

yoga but are put off by the practice's ancient Hindu roots. With this, it brings together the

wonderful physical benefits of yoga within their spiritual beliefs.

The doctrines and practices of yoga date from the period of the Upanishads. The word yoga

originated from Hindus, it is a religious practice of Hinduism that through the practice of certain

disciplines one may achieve liberation from the limitations of flesh, the delusions of sense, and

the pitfalls of thought and thus attain union with the object of knowledge.

Though developed in the ancient Hindu tradition, the movements of Christian yoga are so

universal that they can adapt to or be adopted by any culture or spiritual path.

The yoga has been known for many years, and was practiced by some of the Early Christian

during the persecution. The spirit and love that touched the Early Christian has been inherent

from the men and women today. Christian yoga is about unfolding some of these wonderful

possibilities each hold latent. It is about possibilities so amazing that many early Christians were

willing to die in support of keeping a doorway open for other people to claim them. Go into it and

are transformed by following the Christian pathway, the Christian yoga.

In the Eastern belief, Christian yoga is not an Eastern postures or breathing techniques, rather

the aim is to open to an influence that can transform and heal. Eastern yoga attempts to drop

the ego, the Christian path aims at transforming the personality. Christian yoga is described

absolutely in the New Testament in the story of Jesus’ life as an allegory. It is a step-by-step
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way of transformation and the finding of a new life. As Jesus promised, this ‘heaven’, this new

awareness of your life, is not far away. It is already yours if you know how to find it.

In Western, Christian yoga from its very beginning women played an important role in its

practice and teachings. It is about universal processes of life, of mind and heart.

Christian yoga has garnered criticism, despite of its prevalence.

Many Christians says that Christian yoga is incompatible with Christianity, and emphasizing that

it is not a religion in itself. Other says that there is no such as Christian yoga because it blends

two different belief structure. Catholic priests in Mexico City instructed their parishioners not to

attend Yoga classes because this practice would lead to other god’s and Eastern religion

beliefs.

Though critics have charged that yoga's ancient Hindu origins are incompatible with Christian

faith, practitioners say the exercise is an ideal vehicle for spiritual reflection.
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Cure for Modern Day Stresses

Yoga is a 3,000-year-old, Hindu discipline of mind and body that became known in Western

society with the hippie generation of the Sixties and early Seventies. Its image as a mystic

practice is disappearing as fast as the stressful aspects of the Eighties are appearing.

As an effective method of stress management, yoga is spreading into the business world, the

helping professions, nursing and old age homes, and is used in the treatment of alcoholics,

hyperactive children and youngsters with learning disabilities. Yoga centers are getting stiff

competition from adult education classes of community colleges, boards of education and parks

and recreation departments.

The meaning of yoga is union of the body, mind and spirit with truth. There are many kinds of

yoga to study, and there can be endless years of practice for the willing student.

Hatha Yoga is among the most popular forms in the west. It emphasizes the practice of

postures, which stretch and strengthen the body, help develop a sense of balance and flexibility,

as well as body awareness and mental concentration. All forms of yoga incorporate the practice

of proper breathing techniques for relaxation, to rest the mind from its constant chatter, to

experience an internal calm, and to energize and purify the body.

As stress levels in society reach new heights, Raja Yoga, the yoga of meditation, is growing in

popularity in Western society, while others, such as Krya Yoga, the yoga of cleansing, and

Mantra Yoga, the yoga of chanting, not surprisingly, have little appeal for newcomers.

Stretching and toning, though beneficial, aren't the primary reasons people turn to yoga.

Newcomers are hoping that yoga will provide them with a means for handling stress and

diffusing tension. The difference between exercise and yoga is that yoga has a meditative

quality.

A lot of people are exercising for the psychological benefits and trying many of the Eastern

activities, like yoga and tai chi. Yoga seems to have a calming effect on people.
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And the techniques work on children as well as adults. When your children are quarreling, ask

them to stop what they're doing, raise their arms over their heads, lean forward and breathe

deeply to help diffuse their anger. It definitely helps them to cool it.
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Cure through Yoga

Yoga in a popular position Yoga, one of the world's oldest forms of exercise, is experiencing a

rebirth in our stressful modern world. You wouldn't think that a 3000-year-old exercise could

increase its popularity. But yoga is now being prescribed even by some medical practitioners for

a range of health ailments and illnesses, as a stress reliever and to complement other fitness

programs.

Talk to anyone who practices yoga and they will quickly extol an endless list of benefits. It

seems beginners quickly become converts. They believe it is the key to good health and

happiness in today's world _ a common goal for most people. But probably the greatest

advertisement for yoga is the fact that it seems to have graduated from the weird and alternative

ranks into a position of fairly wide community acceptance.

Housewives, businessmen, sportspeople, teenagers and the aged are all practicing a variety of

yoga positions, meditation and associated breathing exercises. For many, yoga becomes a way

of life _ often giving a more spiritual side to people's lives, although not necessarily linked to

religion. One school of belief maintains that chronic and accumulated stress is the reason for

many of our modern illnesses.

Proponents of yoga argue that it has a multiplicity of techniques to counter that cause and,

unlike drug therapy, attack the cause, not just the symptoms. It offers, they say, a holistic

approach to health and fitness. Many professional athletes, looking for the edge have turned to

yoga as a supplementary form of training. They have found that yoga aids their state of mental

and physical relaxation between training sessions, and their crucial build-up to big meets, where

a competition is usually won or lost in the mind.

Perhaps one of yoga's major attractions is that it combines physical and mental exercise. It is

excellent for posture and flexibility, both key physical elements for most sports-people, and in

some respects, there are strength benefits to be gained. Yoga teachers say that the approach of

yoga therapy is one of the most effective ways of achieving the mental edge that athletes seek.

Marian Fenlon, one of Brisbane's leading yoga teachers of the past 20 years, is the author of

two books on the subject and has had thousands of yoga pupils. Many of them have, in turn,
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become teachers. Believe it or not, she has even taught yoga to footballers. Many years ago,

she took Brisbane Souths rugby league team for an eight-week course and, amazingly, it was

well-received. She says there are eight components to yoga therapy - attitudes, disciplines,

posture and flexibility, breathing, sensory awareness, concentration, contemplation and

meditation. Yoga can play a substantial supporting role to modern medicine, and complement

other fitness and exercise programs. While there is no great component of aerobic fitness in

yoga therapy, it complements aerobic exercise because of breathing techniques that can be

learned. So there are advantages for even the most demanding of aerobic sports - swimming,

cycling and running. There are numerous documented cases of yoga relieving or curing serious

illnesses - such as Parkinson's disease, multiple sclerosis, heart disease, and respiratory

illnesses like asthma and emphysema.
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Diabetes And Yoga

Diabetes in various forms affects up to 5percent of the world population with 12 million diabetics

in Western Europe alone. Of the different ways in which diabetes presents, noninsulin-

dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) is probably the most commonly encountered genetic

disease. NIDDM or Type II diabetes is multifactorial, depending also on environmental factors

including obesity, sedentary lifestyles and nutritional imbalances.

Yoga has shown some beneficial results in curing diabetes. The yoga exercises that are

prescribed for curing diabetes is different from hatha yoga exercise because it involves positions

tailored to treat certain conditions, as well as meditation, relaxation and stretching exercises.

One of the studies conducted to cure diabetes was the one set up by the Yoga Biomedical

Trust, founded in 1982 by biochemist Dr Robin Monro, and an Indian yoga research foundation

which discovered that practicing yoga for 30 minutes a day for one month helped reduce blood

glucose levels in some diabetics.

The yoga patients took part in one or two 90-minute sessions a week and were asked to

practice at home. The classes included the specific yoga exercises of the spinal twist, the bow

and abdominal breathing.

At the end of the 12 weeks blood sugar levels fell significantly in all patients in the group and

were slightly raised in a control group which had not joined in the yoga sessions. Three yoga

students managed to reduce their medication, including one man who had not changed his drug

regime for 20 years.

It has been known for a long time that exercise is helpful for diabetics. Yoga therapy may help

reduce stress levels which could play a part in maturity onset diabetes. But one drawback is that

some patients would find it hard to keep up the regular sessions needed to sustain the benefit.

All the patients said they would like to see these classes set up on a permanent basis but we

don't have the money.

It is not necessarily the exercise component of the yoga therapy package which is most

important, because there is not enough physical exercise to account for the changes, but stress
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reduction has a lot to do with it. Stress hormones increase sugar levels in the blood. People also

benefit from the stabilization of their moods which yoga brings, an increased feeling of well-

being and a feeling of being more in control, which may help with their diet control.
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For Some People, Learning Yoga on CD-ROM is a Stretch

As if to lend weight to my contention that your computer can, in theory, teach you anything,

along comes a pair of CD-ROMs called Wellness Yoga and Shiatsu Relaxation.

Lithe young women demonstrate these ancient Eastern techniques while mellow-voiced

narrators speak over somnambulant music, the better to relax you and make you all well.

Most of us are familiar at least with the concepts of yoga, its slow stretching exercises and its

often almost unattainable physical positions. Wellness Yoga is a nicely designed program that

packages 74 asanas, or positions, into several packages such as the Quick and Easy Course,

the Beauty Course and the Health Course.

The program consists largely of what it calls procedure screens, in which each position is

demonstrated in one window while described textually in another. A narrator reads that same

text aloud. In addition to the usual tape-recorder buttons to pause, stop and restart the action,

there is a graph that displays the approximate duration of each segment of the routine.

The practical difficulties of using this CD-ROM are fairly obvious. The manual, dragged kicking

and screaming into English from its Japanese roots, advises the user to First practice forming

the pose while watching the screen and try memorizing the whole procedure.'' This, unless you

have a 24-inch monitor or keep your monitor on the floor, is likely to be difficult. Clearly the

actual learning of the poses could be more readily done with a videotape.

On the other hand, you can hunt around in the CD-ROM, choose from the positions you want to

learn, and collect them into personal groups. And maybe you've got a really big monitor, and a

cordless, long-distance mouse.

This is a nice program, well-made and instructive. My only complaint is that it does not

emphasize clearly enough that unless you are as slender as the model executing the poses,

you are not going to be able to do many of them -- the Crow, the Heron and the Frog, for

instance -- correctly. On the other hand, we can all do the Corpse.
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Shiatsu Relaxation, which teaches a massage technique clearly related to acupuncture, is

another kettle of fish.

The theory is that rubbing, kneading or poking specific points on the body, called acupressure

points, will make other parts of the body feel better. I am not prepared to argue that premise, but

the entire procedure seems shiatsu yourself is not clear, either; the program initially suggests

you find some of your own more accessible pressure points, but they are not all available to

your own hands and all the demonstrations show one person ministering to another.
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Go Straight to Video for Yoga Training

The various postures of yoga have long been used as a basis for the stretching moves that are

prescribed for athletes or used in other forms of exercise. It's no surprise, then, that a flood of

yoga tapes is hitting the market.

There are tapes for Olympic-level athletes and tapes for rank beginners. There are tapes that

will challenge your strength and endurance, and tapes that will lull you into blissful relaxation.

Here's a look at four yoga tapes, from the most difficult to the most basic. The only thing you

need to get started is comfortable clothes and a non-skid surface like a sticky mat.

Embracing Power Yoga

This tape, led by Los Angeles instructor-to-the-stars Mark Blanchard, is the yoga version of boot

camp. It's 85 challenging minutes of constant movement designed to build strength and

endurance, with Blanchard leading a class of 13 men and women.

The tape is billed as appropriate for all levels, and there's a 5-minute segment at the beginning

that offers a quick summary of how to do many of the basic yoga poses in the tape.

But that's not enough for novices, and the rest of the tape is far too strenuous for those who

aren't extremely fit. You can tell that Blanchard isn't very interested in newcomers to yoga

because he ignores the poor, fumbling fellow in the back row who has little flexibility.

Despite these deficiencies, this tape is wonderfully challenging and effective workout, judging by

the sweat that pours off the members of the class. But unless you're already in good shape --

and by the standards of this tape, that means you can do push-ups, balance easily on one leg

and have abs of steel -- you'll be better off with an easier tape.

Yoga Zone: Power Yoga for Strength and Endurance

This routine provides a great introduction to the strength-building postures of power yoga. It's

taught by Lisa Bennett, who leads two exercisers through the 55-minute class.
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One exerciser is a beginner; the other is more advanced. Beginners will be heartened to see

that Bennett devotes plenty of time to helping Gina, the beginner, find modified versions of the

postures that allow her to complete every segment of the routine. And veterans can learn much

from her work with Charles as she guides him into more challenging moves.

One of Bennett's major strengths is her ability to provide clear, detailed descriptions of proper

form, from the angle of a bent knee to the direction of an extended arm.

Though there's hard work to be done in this routine, Bennett's comforting tone and

understanding demeanor make it pleasurable.
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How to Start

You can get audio or video tapes that give breathing instruction and teach relaxation techniques

at health food stores, bookstores, and by mail order. It's probably fine to learn breath and

relaxation from a tape or booklet, but don't try the yoga exercises without a skilled teacher. He

or she can make corrections, caution you when necessary, and help you to adapt poses, if you

need to.

It will be worth it to you to spend a little time finding an instructor who is right for you. Your

diabetes nurse educator or other health care professional may be able to recommend a yoga

instructor. Get referrals for a yoga instructor as you would for any professional you might wish to

consult.

Yoga instructors aren't required to be certified, but many are, through many different programs.

Ask prospective teachers if they are certified. A certified teacher isn't necessarily better than

someone who isn't certified, but it's something to consider.

Yoga is fun, healthy, and calming. It's a wise way handed down over several thousands of

years. There is little danger in yoga, and even a little progress brings with it freedom and peace

of mind.

Although most people with diabetes can exercise safely, exercise involves some risks. To shift

the benefit-to-risk ratio in your favor, take these precautions:

Have a medical exam before you begin your exercise program, including an exercise test with

EKG monitoring, especially if you have cardiovascular disease, you are over 35, you have high

blood pressure or elevated cholesterol levels, you smoke, or you have a family history of heart

disease.

Discuss with your doctor any unusual symptoms that you experience during or after exercise

such as discomfort in your chest, neck, jaw, or arms; nausea, dizziness, fainting, or excessive

shortness of breath; or short-term changes in vision.
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If you have diabetes-related complications, check with your healthcare team about special

precautions. Consider exercising in a medically supervised program, at least initially, if you have

peripheral vascular disease, retinopathy, autonomic neuropathy, or kidney problems.

Learn how to prevent and treat low blood glucose levels (hypoglycemia). If you take oral agents

or insulin, monitor your blood glucose levels before, during, and after exercise.

If you have type I, and your blood glucose is above 250 milligrams per deciliter, check your

urine for ketones. Don't exercise if ketones are present, because exercise will increase your risk

of ketoacidosis and coma.

Always warm up and cool down.

Don't exercise outdoors when the weather is too hot and humid, or too cold.
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Kundalini Yoga and the Awakening

The most powerful yoga is known as the Kundalini Yoga. It is powerful that it was called the

mother of all the Styles of Yoga. This type of yoga awakens the base of our spine which is

known as the Muladhara Chakra.

The word Kundalini was derived from kunda which means “pot”. Kundalini Sadhna is described

to be the coiled energy that looks like a serpent which has three and a half coils which are

resting at the bottom of the spine. The three coils in Kundalini Yoga are known as the three

Gunas which are the Sattva, Rajas, Tamas. The VIkritis represent the half coil.

In anatomy, the kundalini is found in the perineum region of our body. For the males, it is found

between the testicles and the rectum. For the female, it is found between the clitoris and the

vagina.

Kundalini Yoga is also known as the symbol of equality and power for both genders. The

masculine power is known to be Siva and Sakti for the females. They become the elemental

source of power and energy when they are united. The union of Siva and Sakti occurs in the

brain which gives us the sense of feeling and affection, energy, love. This means Kundalini

Yoga is good to eliminate the feeling of sorrow, depression, anger and jealousy.

Kundalini Yoga gives reward to Yogis who maintain unity awareness and spiritual

transformation. The Kundalini produces a hissing sound when it is awakened. It sounds just like

a beaten serpent as it goes from the Muladhara Chakra to the Brahma Nadi and to the

Sahasrara Chakra.

In the year 1969, Yogi Bhajan introduced Kundalini Yoga. It includes the practices of the

common Mantra, meditation, chanting, breathing and the classic poses. This type of yoga

actually focuses more on chanting and breathing. It does not really concentrate in the Kundalini

Yoga Poses alone.

If you are curious about Kundalini Yoga, it is good to know the path it takes. One thing you need

to understand is the Nervous System and the Spinal Cord. These two are the main focus of

Kundalini Yoga. It targets your Spinal Cord and the Nervous System.
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The Nervous System as we all know is the main control or the center of our body. The Nervous

System is responsible for the imaginations, thoughts, intelligence and memory that we have.

The Nervous System composes of the brain, the nerves and most especially the Spinal Cord

which gives us posture and stand. The Spinal Cord is made up of delicate nerves and tissues

that is why we need to take care of it. Kundalini Yoga will be the most appropriate practice for

this.

The infamous Kundalini awakening is not that easy to learn. It is also something that we can find

or learn in books. If there was, you might be confused or perplexed in learning the process. If

you want to master Kundalini awakening, it should be based on experience. After series of trials

and sessions, you will find out that Kundalini awakening took place and it was all because you

were just too eager and concentrated to learn it.

Now what you have to do is grab that amazing concentration and start working on your Nervous

System and Spinal Cord. If you want to stay healthy and maintain a good posture, Kundalini

Yoga is just waiting for you to practice it.
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Nude aerobics yoga – Take the Challenge?

Nude aerobics yoga may sound vulgar, offensive and impossible but it exists. A lot of people

may not practice doing this but there are some who would really prefer doing nude aerobics

yoga.

Nude aerobics yoga may connote something not applicable to some culture and society. There

are some places that might not respect that kind of practice.

They say nudity is healthy natural. Those who do nude aerobics yoga say that clothes keep

them disturbed and it prevents the flow of air in getting inside the body. This may be funny but

they really think it that way. For them, wearing clothes is like an excess baggage.

Some can’t even perform yoga with their clothes on. If this is the case, a lot of people will be

intimidated or perhaps be interested in doing nude aerobics yoga.

Somehow, this brings some negative effects in the people or group doing this kind of practice.

Some might think that they will take nude aerobics yoga for fun and for some other reasons

which goes beyond imagination.

Clothes are considered an art in yoga exercises. Without clothes, where would art take place?

Did they say that the body is considered the art, not mentioning nudity?

Nude aerobics yoga is believed to be a clean exercise because people believed that wearing

clothes invited and encouraged the proliferation of microscopic fungi and bacteria. This is

acquired in warm and humid temperature and conditions.

When the temperature is warm, they are able to interfere with the natural body temperature of

our control mechanisms. This makes some of the parts hotter than the others.

People who do nude aerobics yoga can freely sweat and not be absorbed by cotton. This may

sound gross but they claimed that people who perspire in clothes smell bad. Sweaty clothes are

not pleasing to our nose. That is a fact. But those who perspire naturally smell better.
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Wearing shorts and trousers will raise the temperature of the testicles for the male. This then

results to hinder the growth of sperm and the male hormones which reduces fertility. This can

also cause impotence to both genders.

Looking back to the early generation, nudity was our natural condition as they say. It was also

added that nudity adds to the physical and emotional health of the individual.

The main reason why people love doing nude aerobics yoga is because it feels great. A lot of

them have alleged the same reasons and they really stand for it. Nude aerobics yoga lets you

express your natural emotions and let you speak for yourself. After all, its nice to feel the natural

air slapping on your skin and feeling the sweat roughly come out of the inside.

At first it may be too cognizant to practice the nude aerobics yoga but once you get the hang of

it, you will feel that it is nourishing and exfoliating. You will realize after that doing this exercise

is not that gross as what you think. Later on you will feel its effect on your body and it wouldn’t

be surprising to see that your body has changed because you have bared it all.

It is now time to change your outlook in life and go on a different level. After you have

experienced all the styles of yoga, try the nude aerobics yoga and have that nice feel.
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Origins of Yoga

Today’s society is much faster paced that ever before. People have more stress problems

which lead to more health problems, mental and physical. There are more concerns with

toxicity in the food we eat and the air we breathe. Millions of Americans today live a sedentary

lifestyle, which is associated with obesity. The body, the cavities of our soul, was not meant to

deteriorate in such a way that leads to disease. Yoga was developed over 5,000 years ago in

India and it included spiritual beliefs, physical techniques, and scholarly philosophy.

There is a growing trend to practicing Yoga for many different reasons, which include attaining

the yoga body or physique, relaxation and peace of mind, or to prevent injury and ailments.

Americans mainly practice Hatha Yoga, which focuses on postures and stretching the body.

Yoga, which is derived from the sacred Sanskrit language of India, meaning *union* or *to yoke

or harness*. Yoga is a way or path to transcendence and liberation from the self and the ego by

purifying the mind and body. Practicing yoga leads to a union with the mind and body or the

individual and universal consciousness. In other words, yoga is the union with the Individual

Self and the Universal Self. Yoga predates all other religions and has influenced and inspired

many other traditions and philosophies. Yoga is better understood as a union of the physical,

physiological, mental, emotional, and intellectual bodies, which leads to a purposeful and

balanced life.

There is simply no other discipline quite like yoga because it utilized the body, mind and spirit,

all in one practice. Yoga is indeed a spiritual path that is based on ancient sacred philosophy,

but one does not need to make an ethical decision when practicing yoga, rather finding your

own path is wholly accepted. The holistic benefits of yoga are suitable for the young or old, sick

or well, with any religious background. The secrets of yoga are inwardness, concentration, and

purification of mind and body with cleansing thoughts and food. Indian philosophy states that

within man is the spirit that is the center of everything. *Internal equilibrium is the basis and the

ground for the higher illumination,* The cultural Heritage of India (Vol. I) - published by The

Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture, Kolkata, India
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Parkinson’s Disease And Yoga

First described as ``shaking palsy'' the disease that now bears his name, medical science has

thus far been unable to unravel the cause or causes of most Parkinson's cases or to devise a

cure. Nonetheless, dramatic progress has been made in treating the disease, which is known to

afflict about half a million older Americans, or one person in 100 over age 50. This figure does

not include the untold thousands with symptoms of the disease that are not severe enough to

prompt them to seek a diagnosis. But early diagnosis is important.

Diagnosis of Parkinson's disease is based on the patient's symptoms and performance on

certain neurological and neuropsychological tests, along with ruling out other possible causes of

those symptoms. Some cases of what doctors call Parkinsonism are caused by potent drugs

used in the treatment of schizophrenia and other psychiatric illnesses or they are a result of

poisoning by manganese.

Through medication, exercise regimens and tips on adaptive living measures, modern treatment

can forestall or reduce the symptoms of Parkinson's disease, allowing patients to lead full and

active lives for years after diagnosis and often for the rest of their lives because most of its

victims are elderly. The late stages of the disease, however, can leave patients vulnerable to

pneumonia, blood clots and body wide infections that can be fatal.

Yoga has a major role in management of Parkinson's as it has emerged as a beneficial

alternative therapy and an ideal form of exercise for Parkinson's patients because of its slow

movements. Following the steps mentioned below could effectively help people with

Parkinson’s:

Concentrate on controlling your breath (Pranayama) as this form of yoga helps in moments of

panic – such as feet sticking to the floor when walking.

In this form of yoga, the mind is always alert.

Few yoga exercises like back strengthening postures, lots of shoulder movements, breathing

practices and some meditation definitely helps.
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One of the most useful forms of yoga used for Parkinson’s is Ashtanga Yoga. It works to

strengthen the body and do increases blood circulation.

Daily practice of yoga is essential since Parkinson’s itself does not necessarily weaken the

muscles. Weakening of muscles is generally caused by lack of movement. Daily practice should

be encouraged, but not enough to cause fatigue.

Parkinson’s also result in the loss of movement of the facial muscles. Pranayama and other

yoga movements could help in relaxing those muscles and bring in smile on the faces of the

patient.
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Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras

Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras is a text that covers many aspects of life, beginning with a code of

conduct and ending with the goal of yoga, a vision of one’s true Self. The Pantajali’sYoga

Sutras is probably the most authoritative text on yoga. It defines yoga as a focusing of the

attention to whatever object is being contemplated to the exclusion of all others. Yoga isn’t only

about postures, or meditation, it is a way of life, or religion. In this influencing scripture there are

eight steps to awakening or enlightenment through yoga. These eight astanga or limbs of yoga

are: yamas, niyamas, asanas, pranayama, pratyahara, dharana, dhyana, and samadhi.

The yamas consist of lessons in moral and social conduct in our environment. It teaches us to

restrain from lying, stealing, and greed. Non-violence and consideration toward all living things

is the key. Communication with sensitivity towards others and moderation in all things we do is

revered.

The niyama focuses on attitudes towards ourselves: compromising, cleanliness, serenity,

devotion, and asceticism. One should study and reverence to a higher intelligence. There is an

acceptance of our limitations in relation to God. It is key to have removed the impurities from

the mind and body.

In the asanas, one focuses on posture practice, positioning the body while incorporating the

breath to achieve a greater awareness in the mind. One is alert and relaxed without tension,

while observing the reactions of the body and breath to various postures. This minimizes the

effect of the external influences on the body, such as diet and climate.

Pranayama, or the restraint and control of the breath, helps with concentration, energizing and

balancing of the mind and body.

Pratyahara is the relaxation of the senses, where no distractions actually activate the mind.

Dharana, or concentration, is the ability to direct the mind toward a chosen object and focus in

on it alone.
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Dhyana, or meditation, is the ability to develop focused interactions with what we seek to

understand.

Lastly, but most importantly, Samadhi is the ultimate state of Self-realization, or union with the

Source.
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Posturing: Introduction

It increases muscular strength. It reduces tension and stress. It has a low potential for injury,

and it doesn't even look like exercise.

Why, then, don't more people practice yoga.

People think of yoga as being passive and mystical - an otherworldly activity that doesn't relate

to their lives. People are experiencing a vacuum because of all the outward directed activity,

and they are going to have to go back to the experience of self.

Although the Indian discipline of yoga has been practiced for more than 5,000 years, in this

country there are few followers. Almost half the American adult population swims and close to a

quarter runs or jogs, yet only 2 percent practices yoga.

The word yoga derives from the Sanskrit root yuj, meaning to yoke or connect. Through yoga's

various techniques, one is said to arrive at mental and physical equilibrium, better health and

inner peace. It has been described as providing, in effect, a ''work-in'' rather than a workout.

There are at least eight main branches of yoga and several offshoots of each, but essentially

there are only two concerned with exercise: hatha yoga and kundalini yoga.

Hatha is the most popular type of yoga in the Western world. It is a slow-paced discipline that

emphasizes controlled breathing and assuming various physical poses. It is said to aid the

nervous system, the glands and the vital organs.

Kundalini, which was introduced to this country in 1969 by Yogi Bhajan, is more active,

combining various modes of breathing, movement and meditation. It is based on the idea that

body energy that is coiled below the base of the spine can be tapped so that it travels upward

through different energy centers or chakras until it reaches the head. At this point one arrives at

one's highest potential.

Classically, there are 84 basic yoga positions, or asanas, which are coordinated with special

breathing techniques. The asanas range from simple bends and twists to pretzel-like contortions
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reserved for the most advanced practitioners. The various poses elongate the muscles and

build flexibility. Along with the proper breathing, they help rid the body of tension. Static holds

isolate and strengthen particular muscles.

Asanas have been evolved over the centuries so as to exercise every muscle, nerve and gland

in the body. They secure a fine physique, which is strong and elastic without being muscle-

bound, and they keep the body free from disease. They reduce fatigue and soothe the nerves.

But their real importance lies in the way they train and discipline the mind.
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Power Yoga – Powering it up

We may not be familiar with power yoga as it is not fully introduced to us. Power yoga is known

as the western version of Ashtanga Yoga which brought by the Indians.

Beryl Bender Birch was the one who gave the term Power Yoga. He was a teacher of Ashtanga

Yoga and at the same time an author of Power Yoga.

Yoga was inspired and was brought to the west by the renowned Sanskrit Scholar Sri K.

Pattabhi Jois. The people of the west were inspired with his Ashtanga Yoga and also his

philosophies.

Power Yoga is described to be the practice of Yoga Poses which is done continuously in a

series of exercises without stopping. The practice is accompanied by the Vinsaya which is

known as riding the breath. This enables you to make certain movements from one pose to

another.

The power yoga is characterized by vigorous exercises which challenges your physical and

mental ability and concentration. This enables you to reach your inner power and connect with

it.

The difference of power yoga is that the poses are done faster in a pace. This practice is

essential and helpful in increasing your physical endurance.

Power yoga enables you to maintain and keep up a good focus at a longer time without

breaking or distracting your concentration. if you need to fully concentrate with something,

power yoga might just be the right type for you.

Power yoga has some similarities with the modified versions of Ashtanga Yoga. The certain

practices of Iyengar yoga and Bikram also influenced power yoga.

Just like Bikram Yoga, notice that Power Yoga also applies the execution of the common basic

yoga poses which is a good practice because even the beginners can do it.
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Power yoga also adapted some practices of the Iyengar Yoga which gives emphasis on the

form and alignment during the practice. It also includes practice in holding a pose longer without

breaking which aims to achieve maximum benefits.

Although Power Yoga has been influenced by a lot of yoga types, still it aims on the steps of

Classical Yoga. It aims to unite the body, the spirit and the mind uniquely. The main objective of

yoga is for you to be able to connect to your inner power and to reach every level through the

poses and practices.

With the help of power Yoga, you can dig deep to your physical, mental and spiritual power.

Power yoga is considered a good training for athletes. Not only does it train them to concentrate

deeply but it also aids them in the prevention of injuries and rehabilitation that may come.

If you want to do Power Yoga, you should know first if your health condition can withstand the

practice. You should know that Power Yoga is dine in a heated room which is perfectly designed

to increase the strength and flexibility, increase your concentration, release tension, stamina

and tone in your body which is achieved and released through sweat.

Power yoga can be taught by teachers but there might be some differences depending upon

who is teaching it. The people who are healthy and fit can do and practice power yoga. If you

enjoy doing exercises and if you want less chanting, power yoga is the best style for you.
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